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Technology! development! involves! high! risks.!Management! of! it! requires!
good! intellectual! property! management.! However,! such! literature! are!
scattered!and!do!not!provide!a!full!picture.!This!thesis!uses!an!engineering!






ofSscience! data! analysis! as! an! additional! source! of! information! for!
identifying!patent!filing!direction.!!
For! maximising! profits,! the! system! proposes! different! technology!
strategies!for!players!with!varying!technology!and!market!powers!through!
understanding! the!patent!portfolios!evolution!of!cloud!computing!as! the!
technology! matures.! For! players! with! strong! technology! power,! as! the!
technology! matures! along! the! technology! life! cycle,! their! patenting!
strategies! shifts! from!blanketing! (defensive)! to! fencing! (proprietary)!and!
finally! to! combination! (leveraging)! at! the!mature! stage.! For! players!with!
weak! technology! power,! the! patenting! strategies! shifts! from! adShoc! or!
inventingSaround!(defensive)!to!strategic!patent!searching!(proprietary)!to!
surrounding! (leveraging).! Moreover,! from! the! highly! transacted! touch!
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screen! patents,! the! system! proposes! developing! technologies! that! are!
closer! to! endSusers’! experience! as! the! bridging! patents! to! link! towards!
technology! commercialisation,! a! strategy! that! is! especially! desirable! for!
players!with!weaker!technology!power.!!
In! addition! to! refining! the! patent! portfolios! in! synchronisation! with!
technology! life! cycle,! the! system! also! stresses! the! importance! of!
constructing! patent! portfolios! in! consideration! of! profits! shift! along! the!
value! chain! as! technology! matures.! Usually! the! downstream! sector! is!
fragmented! with! a! lot! of! local! companies.! For! vertically! integrated!
companies,! it! may! be! undesirable.! Using! the! LED! technology! as! an!
example,! it! is! established! that! using! semiSopen! standard! pooling! at! the!
interface! between! the! midstream! and! downstream! helps! vertically!
integrated! companies! to! cross! over! from! upstream! to! downstream.! For!
the!players!with!weaker!technology!power,!they!might!need!to!divide!their!
products!into!two!portfolios:!one!that!can!be!inSline!with!such!standard!for!
global! market! and! the! other! more! costSeffective! especially! for! the! local!
market.! In!addition,!they!should! join!such!schemes!early!to!take!the!firstS
mover! advantage.! Translating! this! into! the!patent!deployment! strategies!
along!the!value!chain,!companies!in!the!upstream!have!more!competitive!
strategies!among!the!fewer!players.!As!the!value!chain!moves!downwards,!
companies! number! increases,! more! coSoperative! strategies! such! as!
pooling,!standards!and!cross!licensing!are!needed!to!manoeuver.!!
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In! sum,! this! thesis! proposes! a! framework! consisting! of! existing! IP!
strategies!that!fits!a!changing!IP!environment.!For!early!stage!technology!
and! along! the! upstream,! more! competitive! strategies! should! be!
implemented.! As! the! technology! develops,! the! competitive! strategies!
should!be!transformed!into!more!bargaining!strategies.!When!the!players!
involved!are!moving!towards!the!downstream,!the!cooperative!strategies!
should!be! favoured! rather! than! the!competitive!strategies.! In! this!way,!a!
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thesis.! It! then! identified! the! common! risks! faced! at! the! initial! product!
development!stage!and!the!later!commercialisation!stage.!In!particular,! it!
focuses! mainly! on! risks! in! managing! patent! portfolios! in! a! technology!
development! company.! This! scenario! presents! the! fundamental! case! on!
which!more! complicated! system! can! be! built! upon! to! suit! the! needs! of!
today’s! changing! IP! landscape! and! development.! Efficient! and! effective!
management! of! the! risks! involved! in! patent! portfolios! would! be! the!
building!block!in!managing!more!sophisticated!IP!risks!in!IP!activities!such!
as! licensing! and! litigation.! Successful!management!of! patent! risks!would!
also!allow! the! technology!development! company! to!extract!more!values!
out!of!its!innovation.!!
Based!on!the!structure!of!this!thesis’!patent!risks!management!system,!the!
literature! review!will! survey! the! existing! practices! in! each!module! in! the!
system.! On! minimising! costs,! the! literature! review! will! be! focused! on!
existing! practices! in! patent! search! and! patent! classifications,! which!







Intellectual!property! could!be! called! the!Cinderella!of! the!new!economy.!
“A!drab!but!useful!servant,!consigned!to!the!dusty!and!uneventful!offices!
of! corporate! legal! departments! until! the! princes! of! globalisation! and!
technological! innovation! –! revealing! her! true! value! –! swept! her! to!
prominence! and! gave! her! an! enticing! new! allure”! (Idris,! 2003).! IP!
commercialisation! is! perhaps! such! a! prince.! However,! before!
commercialization,!technology!needs!to!be!developed!and!generated.!The!
whole!process!involves!a!lot!of!risks.!
Managing! risks! has! always! been! acknowledged! as! a! crucial! element! in!
technological! innovation! (Freeman! &! Soete,! 1997;! Penrose,! 1995;!
Schumpeter,! 1934).! With! increasing! economic! prosperity! and!
competitiveness,! new! product! development! and! technology!
commercialisation!have!moved!towards!a!marketSpull!orientated!approach!
(Hall,!Bachor,!&!Matos,!2014).!This!new!approach!to!product!development!
was!a! response! to! the!call! for!greater! integration!between!technical!and!
marketing!knowledge!(Wheelwright,!2010).!!
In!addition,!it!is!important!to!integrate!and!develop!technology!in!parallel!
among! various! stakeholders! in! the! value! chain! (Rothwell,! 1992).! This!
expanded! parties! involved! in! product! development! increases! the!
complexity!and!risks!of!innovation!(Simon,!1981).!!
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The! expanded! players! have! become! even! more! extensive! in! present!
knowledge! economy!where! there! is! no! physical! boundaries! for! business!




vision/ideas! belong! to! the! upstream,! intellectual! assets,! property! and!




As!Pitkethly! (2001)!mentioned,! for!most!high! technology! companies,! the!
most!important!IPR!are!patents.!Companies!are!increasingly!using!patents!
strategically! (Smith!&!Hansen,! 2002)! and! incorporating! patent! strategies!
into!their!corporate!strategies!(Cohen,!Nelson,!&!Walsh,!2000;!Davis,!2004;!
Hall!&!Ziedonis,!2001;!Kline,!2000).!Patents!and!the!patent!system!can!be!
seen! as! a! way! to! reward! companies! that! are! willing! to! accept! the!
uncertainties!and!risks!for! innovation!(Booton,!2011).!Traditionally,!patent!
management! is! focused! on! the! internal! and! external! exploitation! of!
individual! patents! (Shigeki! Kamiyama,! 2006).! Internally,! patents! can! be!
used!to!protect!the!company’s!products!and!secure!freedom!of!operation!
(Granstrand,! 1999a;! Thumm,! 2004).! Externally,! patents! can! be! used! for!
licensing,! patent! sales! or! collaboration! with! other! companies! (Pitkethly,!
2001;!Shrestha,!2010).!!
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In! recent! years,! the! trends!have! turned! to!patent!portfolio!management!
and!strategies.!As!Parchomovsky!and!Wagner!(2005)!put!it,!“the!whole!is!
greater! than! the! sum! of! its! parts’.! Patent! portfolio! management! and!
strategies!offer!the!scale!and!diversity!(Ernst,!2003)!and!can!effectively!be!
considered!as!a!‘super!patent’!(Parchomovsky!&!Wagner,!2005)!on!its!own!




In! addition,! by! looking! at! the!huge! amount!of! resources! that! companies!
put! into! the! R&D! and! the! threatening! amount! of! patent! litigation!





knowledge! economy,! the! R&D! directions,! which! can! be! mapped! out!
through! technology! strategies! and! the! patent! protection,! which! can! be!
mapped! out! through! patenting! strategies,! are! commonly! the! standard!
operation! procedure! in! an! engineering! company.! In! terms! of! generating!
revenues,!companies!traditionally!use!product!implementation!as!the!only!
mode!of!monetization.!With!the!rise!of! IP,! the!additional!mode!can!be! in!
the!exploitation!of! IP,!which!are!realised!using! licensing!and! litigation.!As!
these!strategies,!namely!the!technology,!patenting,!licensing!and!litigation!
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portfolio! of! various! types! of! IPR,! in! particular!many! of! the! literature! are!
related! to! the! due! diligence! and! maintenance! instead! of! leveraging! the!




impact! of! patent! risks! on! technology! development! and! the! eventual!
commercialisation.!
From!the!accounting!community,!most!of! the! risks! literature!are! focused!
on! due! diligence! and! effects! that! a! failure! to! do! so! would! incur! on! the!
companies!(Reese!&!Kossovsky,!2011).!Some!attempted!to!suggest!way!to!
mitigate! the! effects! of! risks! through! existing! financial! principles! such! as!
patentSbacked!finance!(Munari,!Odasso,!&!Toschi,!2011)!and!securitisation!
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(Odasso!&!Ughetto,! 2011;! Roman,! Sarlitto,!&!Mukhtiar,! 2007)! or! through!
some!valuation!methods!based!on!accounting!principles!(Reilly,!2001).!!
From! the! economic! point! of! view,! some! literature! use! patents! and! R&D!
data!as!proxy! for!market!value!of!companies!and! inferring! the! impact! to!
the!financial!status!of! the!company!(Belenzon,!2012;!Bosworth!&!Rogers,!
2001;! Czarnitzki! &! Kraft,! 2004).! Majority! of! the! research! focused! on!
devising! economic! models! on! licensing! contracts! to! mitigate! IP! risks!
(Bousquet,! Cremer,! Ivaldi,!&!Wolkowicz,! 1998).! Some!economic! research!
on!IP!risks!are!closely!related!to!finance!such!as!looking!at!real!options!to!
correlate! with! firm! performance! (Bloom! &! Van! Reenen,! 2002).! ! Some!
literature!are!more!at!the!cross!discipline!of!management!and!economics!





is! rather! indirect,! diverse! and! perhaps! fragmented.! Similarly,! the!





the! technology! development! performance! indirectly! (Karvonen! &! Kässi,!
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2012).!Citations!have!also!been!used!as!a!source!to!link!future!technology!
development! (BarberáSTomás! &! Consoli,! 2012).! Much! research! has! also!
been!done!to!use!patent!data!to!extract!information!about!the!technology!
landscape! (Fabry,!Ernst,!Langholz,!&!Köster,! 2006;!Tseng,!Hsieh,!Peng,!&!
Chu,! 2011).! For! example,! patents! can! be! used! to! provide! information! for!
technology!roadSmapping!(Lee,!Kang,!Park,!&!Park,!2007;!Lee,!Lee,!Seol,!&!
Park,! 2008)!or!as!a! source! to!predict!potential!patent! infringement! (Lee,!
Song,!&!Park,!2013;!Park!&!Yoon,!2014)!and!copying!(Berger,!Blind,!&!Cuntz,!
2012).! All! these! use! patent! data! analysis! and! management! to! help! to!




&! Schmoch,! 2006;! Pitkethly,! 2001).! Some! are! interested! in! the! value! of!
patents! (van! Zeebroeck!&! van! Pottelsberghe! de! la! Potterie,! 2011)! or! the!
value!of!IP!in!general!(Sandner!&!Block,!2011).!Others!looked!specifically!at!
the! commercialisation! of! patents! (Svensson,! 2007).!With! the! rise! of! the!
patent!assertion!entities,!many!debates!are!on!whether!they!increase!the!
risk!of!technology!development!(Reitzig,!Henkel,!&!Heath,!2007),!perhaps!











intelligence! (Bertalanffy,! 1968;! Churchman,! 1979;! Gharajedaghi,! 2011;!
Laszlo,!1996).!!Gharajedaghi!(1999)!used!the!old!tale!of!a!blind!men!and!the!
elephant!to!illustrate!the!risks!of!analytical!thinking!and!fragmentation!of!
knowledge.! In! the! story,! each!blind!man!was!positioned!by! the!different!
sides! of! the! elephant! and! was! asked! to! touch! and! tell! what! they! were!




taken! out! of! their! own! specific! feelings! and! think! collectively! and!
systematically!would!they!be!able!to!comprehend!the!overall!picture!and!
get! the! actual! answers.! Therefore,! a! system! approach! may! be! an!





to! start! by! understanding! patent! risks! involved! from! technology!
development! to! commercialization! and! propose! a! patent! management!
system!to!mitigate!such!risks.!This!thesis!hopes!to!build!on!the!existing!IP!
management! strategies! and! propose! new! strategies! that! encompass! a!
holistic!mitigation! solution.! The! core! of! the!mitigation! system! is! divided!
into!minimizing!risks!and!maximizing!profits.!!
The!first!part!of!the!mitigation!system!aims!to!lay!down!the!methodology!
for! developing! a! technology! road! map! using! patents.! With! a!
comprehensive!technology!road!map,!it!is!much!easier!to!derive!patenting!
and! technology! strategies.! The! second! part! of! the! mitigation! system!
investigates! strategies! for! mitigating! patent! risks! through! maximizing!
profits.!This!patent!risks!mitigation!system!aims!to!derive!R&D!strategies,!
which! include! patenting! and! technology! strategies,! and! patent!
exploitation! strategies,! which! include! licensing! and! litigation! strategies,!
through!macroscopic!and!microscopic!perspectives.!The!macroscopic!and!
microscopic! strategies!would!be!derived!by! considering! the!external! and!
internal!environments! in!which! the! technology!and! the!company!belong.!
In!particular,!this!thesis!aims!to!lay!down!the!R&D!and!patent!exploitation!
frameworks! for! companies!with! varying! technology!power.! In! particular,!




as! Apple!may! not! have! the! key! telecommunication! patents! for! its! smart!




patents! that! are! complementary! but! not! inferior! to! the! core! technology!
helping!them!to!bridge!to!the!consumer!at!an!acceptable!level,!latecomers!
may!get!a!share!in!the!market!and!protect!themselves!from!being!attacked!
by! incumbents.! Therefore,! it! is! the! aim! of! this! thesis! to! identify! R&D!
strategies!and!exploitation!strategies!especially!for!technology!latecomers.!!
In!addition,!in!maximizing!profits,!it!is!essential!to!have!strategies!that!help!
concluding! deals! for! the! company,! especially! for! companies! that! use!
patents!directly!to!capture!revenue.!The!aim!of!this!patent!risks!mitigation!
system! is! to! consider! complementary! licensing! conditions! that!would! be!
employed! in! negotiations.! This! can! also! provide! a! systematic! guide! for!
companies!to!engage!in!licensing!negotiations.!!!!
The! final! part! of! this! thesis! will! sum! up! all! the! patent! risks! mitigation!
modules! described! in! earlier! chapters! and! aim! to! quantify! the! overall!
patent!risks!and!the!mitigation!solutions.!It!also!aims!to!provide!companies!
with!tools!to!assess!the!risks!and!the!mitigation!solutions!to!be!employed.!
The!aim!of! the!quantification! is!not! to!provide!an!absolute!answer!but!a!
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tool!with!which! the! various! stakeholders!will! gather! and! use! the! tool! to!
discuss!the!best!patent!risks!mitigation!system!for!the!company.!!
From! identifying! the! necessary! technologies! for! R&D! forecasting,! to!
devising! strategies! for! commercialising! companies’! patents! and! finally! to!
dealing! with! the! negotiations! of! royalties,! this! research! will! provide! a!





This! thesis! was! built! upon! the! concept! of! holistic! thinking! and! system!
thinking.! The! word! “system”! has! various! definitions.! Kasser! (2013)!
provided!a! list!of!some!of! the!definitions.!Many!of! them!convey!the! idea!
that!there!are!multiple!elements!and!there!are! interconnections!between!
these!elements!to!achieve!the!desired!purpose.!However,!as!mentioned!by!
Kasser! (2013),! one! needs! to! go! beyond! system! thinking! and! into! holistic!
thinking!by!“not!only!thinking!about!a!system!as!a!whole!but!also!by!doing!
the!thinking!in!a!systematic!manner”.!As!such,!the!patent!risks!mitigation!
system! laid! out! a! framework! for! the! CSsuite! to! analyse! the! company’s!
patent!risks!and!find!a!unique!holistic!solution!to!mitigate!the!risks.!!
The!thesis!will! follow!through!some!of! the!anchor!points!of! thinking! in!a!
holistic!perspective!(Kasser,!2013).!These!anchor!points!are!divided!into!the!
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external! perspectives,! which! include! big! picture! and! operational!
perspectives;!internal!perspectives,!which!include!functional!and!structural!
perspectives;!progressive!perspectives,!which! include!generic,!continuum!
and! temporal! perspectives! and! other! perspectives! like! quantitative! and!




This! corresponds! to! the! external! and! internal! perspectives! respectively.!
The! patenting! and! exploitation! strategies! are! derived! from! progressive!
perspectives! such! as! thinking! along! the! technology! life! cycle! and! value!
chain.! From! the! internal! structural! perspective,! the! instantaneous!power!
of! the! company! is! considered.! At! the! end! of! the! patent! risks!mitigation!
system,! the! risks! and! the! mitigating! solutions! will! be! presented! in! a!
quantitative!manner!using!the!scientific!perspective.!Therefore,!not!only!is!
the!thesis!following!through!the!basic!idea!of!system!thinking!and!stitches!





an! important! use! of! patents! in! complex! industries! like! semiconductors.!
This!concept!is!also!one!basis!for!this!research!proposal.!!
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From! the! innovation! funnel,! there! are!millions! of! technologies! available.!
Choosing! the! right! one! to! invest! in! seems! to! be! a! gamble.! In! order! to!
mitigate! this! initial! IP! risk,! one! needs! to! understand! what! makes! an!
invention!an!innovation.!An!invention!needs!to!go!through!multiple!stages!







are! core! and! have! potential,! yet! because! these! technologies! do! not!
produce! as! much! impact! compared! to! other! technologies! developed! in!







the! development! of! complementary! technologies! to! reach! the!
commercialisation! stage.! In! the! end,! they! find! themselves! having!
insufficient! funds! to! further! develop! the! technologies.! Companies! can!
develop! the! stage! 2,! 3! and! 4! technologies! on! their! own! by! looking! for!
further!funding.!Otherwise,!they!will!need!to!sell!off!their!technologies!for!
others!to!further!develop.!!
As! such,! a! new! breed! of! IP! development! companies! can! then! take! the!
stranded! IP! from! the! research! institutes! and! incumbents! and! surround!
them!with!additional!acquired!complementary! IP.!This!adds!values!to!the!
original! IP! portfolio! by! making! it! more! ready! for! market.! The! IP!
development! companies! can!also! coSdevelop!or! fund!SMEs!and! startSups!
to!develop!the!seed! IP! to!stage!2,!3!and!4! technologies! in!order! to!bring!
the! seed! IP! to! the! product! stage.! Companies! can! also! consider!
collaborating!with!some!IP!development!companies!to!develop!some!seed!
IP! and! reduce! the! risks! in! IP! sourcing.! They! can! collaborate! with! other!
companies! or! even! competitors! (Dagnino! &! Padula,! 2002).! This! would!
eventually! lead! to! coSopetitive! situations.! Important!questions! to!answer!
in! this! coSopetitive! environment! would! be! what,! when,! with! whom! and!
how! firms! should! engage! in! such! coSopetitive! patent! strategies.! A!
structured! patent! management! system! can! help! to! answer! these!
questions!and!mitigate!litigation!risks!(Bergmann!et!al.,!2008).!!
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The! core! strategies! that! this! thesis! emanates! surround! the! concept! of!
complementary! patents.! Complementary! patents! are! taken! to! be! “used!
together! to! produce! a! specific! output! and! are! not! substitutes! for! each!
other”1,! from! a! technical! point! of! view.! This! is! different! from! substitute!








1999).! In! addition,! the! nature! of! R&D! and! exploitation! strategies! is! also!
very! exploratory! and! descriptive! in! this! thesis.! Therefore! many! of! the!
patent!risks!mitigation!modules!described!in!this!thesis!are!results!of!using!
case!study!as!the!research!methodology.!!
In! order! to! build! up! the!mitigation!modules! and! extend! them!out! into! a!
cohesive! network,! multipleScase! approach!within! an! industry! and! across!
industries! are! further! used.! For! example,! cases! were! drawn! from! cloud!
computing,! LED! and! touch! screen.! Within! each! industry,! several!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 !World! Intellectual! Property! Organization! (WIPO),! “Patent! Pools! and!
Antitrust!–!A!Comparative!Analysis”,!March!2014.!
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representative! companies! are! analysed.! Such!multiScase! approach! allows!
crossScase!analysis!and!builds!up!the!system!from!multiple!perspectives.!!
From! an! individual! case! analysis! to! the! multiScase! analysis,! the! process!




out! patent! search,! patent! classification,! negotiation! and! quantification!
analysis!of!risks!and!mitigation!results.!The!research!methodology!for!such!




The! thesis! is! structured! into! three! main! parts:! the! introduction! and!
literature! review,! the! proposed! patent! risks! mitigation! system! and!
conclusion.! The! framework! is! laid! out! in! Figure! 1S2! and! Figure! 1S3.! Part! I!
describes!the!introduction!on!the!motivation!for!this!thesis!and!generalises!
the! risks! encountered! by! the! technology! companies.! It! also! reviews! the!
existing! literature! on! the! main! mechanisms! to! mitigate! risks,! namely!
minimising!costs!and!maximising!profits.!Part!II!describes!the!system.!It!is!
divided! into! minimising! costs! and! maximising! profits.! Within! each! part,!
practical! discussions! on! tactics! and! strategies! to! employ! in! order! to!





Figure 1-2 The introductory chapters 
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!
Figure 1-3 The patent risks mitigation system 
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1.5. Sources& of& Patent& Risks& from& Design& to& Product&
Commercialisation&
Much!research!on!product!development!has!focused!on!the!importance!of!
rational! planning! in! the! product! development! process! (Brown! &!
Eisenhardt,! 1995).!A! lot!of! times! it! is! not! just! technology!push!being! the!
only!factor!for!successful!product,!but!market!pull!such!as!understanding!
users’!needs!that!is!more!important!(Myers!&!Marquis,!1969).!The!SAPPHO!
studies! have! also! found! that! many! factors! are! influencing! successful!
product! development! (Gerstenfeld,! 1976;! Kulvik,! 1977;! Rothwell,! 1972;!
Szakasits,!1974).!!
Part! of! the! planning! requires! categorising! the! development! process! into!
multiple! stages.! Stage! theory! advocates! claim! that! the! process! of!
organizational! processes! is! a! series! of! decision! processes! and! that! since!
the!process!of!innovation!is!a!complicated!process,!categorising!them!into!
stages!provides!a!tool!to!simplify!the!complex!process!(Lee,!Bae,!&!Choi,!
1988).! In! a! broad! sense,! the! technology! development! stages! can! be!
divided! into! the! Alpha! and! Beta! stages! (Enos,! 1962).! The! Alpha! stage!
includes! all! the! development! that! leads! to! a! radically! or! relatively! new!
technology.! The!Beta! stage! includes! the! subsequent!minor! technological!
changes! for! modification! and! adaptation.! Some! research! has! roughly!
divided! the! product! development! process! into! the! idea! stage,! feasibility!




adapted! to! demarcate! the! patent! risks! encountered! in! both! stages.! The!
simple! twoSstage! approach! provides! a! clear! framework! to! analyse!
individual! risks! such!as! the! financial,! technical!or! legal! aspects.!However,!
the! alpha! stage! will! cover! the! technology! development! and! the! IP!
generation;! the! beta! stage!will! cover! the! commercial! stage! because! the!
risks! involved! in! these! two! stages! are! more! distinct.! According! to!
Merrifield!(1978),!risks!and!costs!incurred!along!the!product!development!
process! is! a! continuous! process.! In! the! following! sections,! risks! are!
identified!along!the!process!and!the!changes!in!the!degree!of!severity!for!
each!factor!along!the!development!cycle!will!be!analysed.!
The! key! risks! identified! at! the! early! stage! of! product! development! are!
market,! financial! and! technical! risks! (Keizera,! Halman,! &! Song,! 2002;!
Ronkainen,! 1983).! Others! like! Mobey! and! Parker! (2002)! included! risks!
involved! with! human! factors:! technology,! human! and! organization.!
Kahraman,!Büyüközkan,!and!Ateş!(2007)!identified!risks!in!terms!of!finance,!
technique!management!and!personnel.!Other!more!specific!risk!factors!are!
product! complexity,! program! structure,! program! futures,! competition,!
business!relationship,!team!scope,!resource!tightness,!schedule!tightness,!
project! difficulty! (Choi! &! Ahn,! 2010),! similarity! of! existing! product,! R&D!




links! risk! factors! to! criteria!used! in! valuation!because!a! impact!of! risks! is!
often! reflected! in! patent! valuation.! ! German! patent! valuation! standard!
DIN77100!is!here!as!the!framework!to!categorise!these!risks.!This!standard!
was! developed! by! the! German! Institute! for! Standardization! (DIN).! The!
institute!is!highly!regarded!for!their!standards!work.!90%!of!their!standards!




However,! the!severity!changes! from!alpha! to!beta.!The!characteristics!of!








The! legal! risks! are! the! fundamental! risks! in! patents! because! patents! are!
legal! rights.! Not! all! the! legal! risks! identified! in! the! DIN77100! standard!




stage,! the! key! legal! risks! encountered! are! firstly! the! protectability.! This!
refers! to! the! probability! of! potential! patent! application! in! view! of! the!
patentable! subject! matter,! novelty,! nonSobviousness! and! industrial!
applications.!A!patent!normally!takes!more!than!18!months!to!be!granted!
and! a! lot! of! costs! are! involved! in! the! drafting.! Even! after! the! patent! is!
granted,! there! is! also! the!possibility!of! future!patent! invalidation.!Patent!
invalidation! has! been! used! by! many! alleged! patent! infringer! as! a! first!
defence! to! avoid! patent! infringement! liability.! Secondly,! an! important!
patent! risk! is! whether! the! patent! actually! covers! the! alleged! infringed!
products.! The! alleged! infringed!products! need! to!be! identifiable! and! the!
parts!of!the!product!that!correspond!the!claims!need!to!be!singled!out!too.!
Thirdly,! the! scope!of! protection! and!possibility! to! circumvent! the!patent!
has!to!be!considered.!This!will!involve!identifying!the!availability!of!similar!




Fifthly,! it! is! essential! to! check! the! enforceability! of! patent! rights! such! as!
the!traceability!and!provability!and!the!national!enforcement!regulations.!
Sixthly,! relevant! standards! can! limit! or! support! the! exploitation! of! the!
patent!rights!and!these!are!to!be!evaluated.!Furthermore,!in!assessing!the!















Technology! uncertainties! have! always! been! a! major! risk! for! firms!
conducting! R&D.! As! the! common! phrase! describes! it,! “All! roads! lead! to!
Rome”.!There!are!various!types!of!technology!that!can!achieve!the!similar!
required!functions.!Which!produces!the!best!results?!Which!gives!the!best!
cost/benefits! balance?! Which! technology! will! ultimately! become! the!
“standard”! technology?! Technology! risk! relates! to! its! complexity! (PérezS
Luño! &! Cambra,! 2013)! and! reflects! the! company’s! impossibility! to! fully!
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comprehend! or! accurately! predict! the! entire! technological! environment!
(Milliken,! 1987).! Technological! uncertainties! exist! also! because! it! is!
uncertain! how!much! and! how! quickly! progress! is!made! in! the! invention!
discovery! process! for! a! given! investment! in! R&D! (Zizzo,! 2002).!With! the!
emerging! markets,! there! is! also! an! increasing! trend! of! research! on!
technology! uncertainties! that! are! especially! addressing! the! emerging!
markets!(Pillania,!2011).!!
The! technological! risks! identified! in! the! DIN77100! document! are! all!
relevant! at! the! alpha! stage.! At! the! conceptual! stage,! the! technical!
feasibility! of! the! invention! would! take! up! a! lot! of! time! and! financial!
resources.! ! It! is! therefore! a! major! risk.! Secondly,! the! scalability! of! the!
invention,! such! as! the! mass! production! suitability! and! the! yield! at!
production! has! to! be! considered.! In! addition,! the! technical! risks! also!
include! understanding! the! stage! at! which! the! invention! is! at! the!
technology! life!cycle!of! the!technology! in! respect!of! the!economic!value.!
The! number! of! possible! field! of! application! for! the! invention! is! also! a!
relevant!factor!to!consider!in!assessing!the!risks.!Finally,!technological!risks!
also!include!the!assessment!of!potential!technical!substitution.!
At! the! commercial! stage,!most! of! these! risks! would! not! be! the! primary!
considerations! because! they! have! become! inherent! in! the! product.!
However,! the! fact! that! there!are!competitions! for! the! technology! is!very!
relevant.! Therefore! technology! life! cycle! and! technical! substitution! risks!
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remain!on!the!high! level.!The!changes!of! the!technological! risks!over!the!
two!stages!would!be!as!shown!in!Figure!1S5.!
!





by! the! company! will! come! in.! One! main! commercial! risk! concerns! the!
market! potential! of! the! invention.! Market! potential! uncertainties! have!
always! been! lurking! around! in! technology! innovation.! (Knight,! 2012).! It!




relation! to! the! competitive! landscape,! market! uncertainties! involve! the!
competitors,! their! counter! products! and! other! responding! strategies!
(Boyd,! Dess,! &! Rasheed,! 1993).! In! addition! to! market! potential,! the!
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availability! of! complementary! goods! that! enhance! the! value! of! the!
invention,!the!related!business!models!to!commercialise!the!invention!and!
some! interdependencies! between! the! various! types! of! intangible! assets!
and!the!interdependencies!between!the!R&D!strategies,!patent!strategies!




mean! the! coSownership!of! patents.! It! has!been! agreed! in!both! legal! and!
management! research! that! coSownership! of! patents! are! complex! issues!
(Fosfuria,! Helmersb,! &! Rouxc,! 2012;! Hagedoorn,! 2003;! Merges! &! Locke,!
1990).! ! CoSownership! can! occur! between! intraSindustry! partners,! interS
industry!partners!and!universities.!Belderbos,!Cassiman,!Faems,!Leten,!and!
Van! Looy! (2013)! argued! that! the! risks! involved! between! intraSindustry!
partners! are! highest! because! there! is! higher! potential! of! overlapping!









Patent! risks! in! this! thesis! are!manifested! in! monetary! value! as! the! risks!
identified!in!this!thesis!is!aligned!with!the!IP!valuation!standard!DIN77100.!
Such!risks!would!eventually!affect!the!financial!statement!of!the!company.!
In! order! to! mitigate! such! risks,! all! the! actions! in! the! system! will! either!
contribute! to! the! profits! or! losses! of! the! company.! Thus,! the! system! is!
made! up! of! the! two! primary! blocks! of!minimising! costs! and!maximising!
profits.!Both!the!profits!and! losses!need!to!be!controlled.!For!minimising!
costs,!it!is!targeting!at!the!operations!of!routine!procedures!performed!by!




are:! protectability,! covered! product,! scope! of! protection,! freedom! to!
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operate,! enforceability,! relevant! standards! and! approval! restrictions”.!




In! the! journal! search!module,! it! is! targeted! at!mitigating! the! technology!
risks,! which! have! been! identified! as! “technical! feasibility,! scalability,!
technology! life! cycle,! technical! field! of! application! and! technical!
substitution”.! By! using! the! journal! publications! database,! companies! can!
understand! the! feasibility,! technology! life! cycle! and! possible! technical!
substitution!through!the!journal!publication!trend.!!
In!the!patent!classification!module,!the!technological!and!commercial!risks!
are!addressed.!Technically,! through! the!matrices!generated,! the! trend!of!
technical! field! of! application! and! potential! technical! substitution! can! be!
obtained!from!the!analysis.!One!can!also!check!out!the!market!potential!of!




invention!may!belong!to!a! less!crowded!technology,!but! it!serves!a! large!





Under! the!maximising!profits! session,! the! technology! life! cycle!mitigates!
technology! risks! by! looking! at! the! technology! life! cycle,! technical!
substitution!through!the!analysis!of!the!life!cycle.!!
For!the!module!on!value!chain,!it!mitigates!commercial!risks!by!looking!at!
the! business!model! to! be! adopted! based! on! analysis! of! the! value! chain.!
Companies! may! want! to! design! a! business! model! that! leverage! on! the!
assets!of!other!players!in!the!value!chain,!or!to!provide!added!values!to!the!
players!in!the!value!chain!to!extend!the!customer!base.!The!module!would!
also! mitigate! commercial! risks! by! checking! the! availability! of!
complementary! goods! through! the! analysis! of! players! along! the! value!
chain.! Very! often,! companies! in! the! next! segment! along! the! value! chain!
possess!such!complementary!goods.!Considering!the!value!chain!will!also!
allow! one! to! look! at! the! interdependencies! of! eco! system! of! the! value!
network.!!
The!module!on! the! technology!power! looks!at!how!a!company!with! less!
technology! power! can! use! complementary! but! essential! inventions! to!
compete! with! the! patent! portfolios! with! incumbents.! Such! strategy!
mitigates!the!legal!risks!by!building!up!a!transactable!patent!portfolio!for!
latecomers.!This!increases!the!coverage!of!products!to!be!read!on.!!
In! the! chapter! on! market! power! to! look! at! the! how! companies! should!






degree! of! impact.! For! a! manufacturing! company,! the! impact! would! be!
largely!the!result!of!failure!to!leverage!patents!for!its!defensive!role.!!The!
impact! may! not! be! lethal.! Legally,! the! company! would! not! be! able! to!
ascertain! the! legal! rights! of! the! invention! should! they! find! a! competitor!
using! their! invention.! More! severely,! the! company! may! also! find! itself!
having! to! pay! a! stacked! amount! of! royalties! for! using! other! companies’!




of! risks! would! be! even! higher.! The! impact! of! legal! risks! would! be! the!
failure!to!license!out!the!technology!and!enforce!their!licensing!rights.!This!
has!material! impact!on! the! revenue!of! the! company.! It!will! also! increase!
the!impact!of!patent!invalidity!later!on!in!the!patent!life!thus!affecting!the!
























A! systematic! way! for! patent! search! is! often! an! art.! The! World! Patent!
Information!Journal!has!published!numerous!articles!on!patent!search.!For!




set! building,! analysis! of! multiSdatabase! handling,! crossSfile! operations,!
reference!hunting,!nonSsubject!data.!(Foglia,!2007).!However,!these!are!all!
limited!to!procedural!advices!on!patent!search.!!
There! are! also! literatures! on! the! existing! search! tactics! used! by! patent!





Hunt,! Nguyen,! and! Rodgers! (2007)! provided! a! detailed! manual! on!
performing! patent! search.! They! described! the! various! mechanisms! for!











tools! and! methods! of! analysis! that! can! enhance! the! study! of! patents!
become!important.!Ernst!(1998)!derived!frameworks!to!analyse!the!patent!
portfolios!both!at!the!company!level!and!technology!fields!level.!In!coming!
up! with! the! patent! portfolio! in! the! technology! fields! level,! technology!
fields! were! identified! by! ‘intensive! talks! with! company! experts’.! This!
method!of!analysing!the!patent!portfolio!relies!heavily!on!the!participation!




assist! in! patent! searching,! administration! and! evaluation! of! patent!
portfolios! in!many!companies!(Gassmann,!Ziegler,!Rüther,!&!Bader,!2012).!




2001),! reading! all! the! patents! in! a! portfolio! of! patents! related! to! such!
technology!has!become!almost!an!impossible!task.!!
Established! research! on! computerSaided! patent! analysis! tools! focuses!
mainly! on! text! mining! technique! to! automatically! retrieve! information!
from!documents! (Fayyad,!PiatetskySShapiro,!Smyth,!&!Uthurusamy,! 1996;!
Kostoff,!Toothman,!Eberhart,!&!Humenik,!2001;!Piateski!&!Frawley,! 1991).!
Text!mining! tools! address! the! problem!of! reading! the! individual! patents!
but!it!has!not!solved!the!problem!of!understanding!the!interSrelationships!
between!the!patents!in!the!portfolio!and!making!sense!out!of!it.!One!way!
of! visualising! the! relationships! between! the! patents! is! through! network!
analysis! concept! (Leydesdorff! &! Vaughan,! 2006).! The! initial! research! of!
combining! text! mining! and! network! analysis! is! through! identifying! the!
keywords!and!calculating!the!frequency!of!occurrence!(Yoon!&!Park,!2004).!





the! links! between! different! nodes! (Sternitzke,! Bartkowski,! &! Schramm,!
2008).! Citations! analysis! is! a! good! way! to! enhance! patent! search! and!
clustering!related!patents!because!this!provides!coefficients!of!similarities!
between! the! patents! and! metrics! that! could! differentiate! distances!




insights! into! the! type!of! technology!described! in! such! citation!networks.!
They!proposed!an!indicator!to!calculate!the!strength!of!citation!linkage!of!





of! technology.! Thus,! tools! such! as! technology! road! maps! are! used! to!
derive! R&D! strategies.! Patent!mapping! started! in! the! 1960s! in! Japan! to!
facilitate!patent!examination!process!(Granstrand,!1999b).!The!first!patent!
map!was!published!by! the!JPO! in! 1968.!Technology! road!maps!provide!a!
clear! and! efficient! framework! for! incorporating! technological!
considerations! into! business! planning! (Probert,! Farrukh,! &! Phaal,! 2003).!
They!can!also!visually!integrate!market,!product,!and!technology!evolution.!
Firms! can! use! road!maps! to! develop! dynamic! nearS,!midS,! and! longSterm!
plans! for! R&D! investments! (Petrick! &! Echols,! 2004).! The!maps! can! also!
help! firms! to! identify! and! acquire! core! technologies! in! advance.!
Unfortunately,!developing!a!technology!road!map!requires!personnel!from!





that! are! inherent! in! patent! portfolio! can! be! utilised! to! help! developing!
technology! road!maps,! it!will! save!a! lot!of!coordination!work!among! the!
different! departments.! Thus,! having! an! effective! way! to! analyse! patent!
portfolio! and! extracting! valuable! technology! information! from! them!has!
become!an!attractive!area!of!research.!!
In! recent!years,! research! in! integrating!technology!road!map!with!patent!
analysis!through!text!mining!began!to!appear!(Lee!et!al.,!2007;!Lee,!Yoon,!
Lee,! &! Park,! 2009).! The! patents! are! rated! by! both! experts! and! their!
bibliographic!data.!This!analysis!method!is!very!thorough!but!subjective.!It!
also!requires!a!lot!of!time!from!the!experts!to!read!through!all!the!patents!
and! rate! them.! In! the! complex! industries! such! as! semiconductors! or!
telecommunications!industries,!the!retrieved!patent!portfolio!may!involve!
thousands!of!patents.!
In! addition,! researches! are! beginning! to! extract! concepts! out! of! patents!
rather!than!relying!on!keywords.!Some!foundational!work!has!been!done!
by!Cascini,!Fantechi,!and!Spinicci!(2004)!to!extract!keySconcepts!instead!of!
keywords! from! documents.! Moehrle,! Walter,! Geritz,! and! Müller! (2005)!
have! also! done! some! research! on! extracting! meansSend! relationship! in!
documents.!In!the!past!few!years,!technologySfunction!based!analysis!has!
gained! attention.! ! Yoon,! Choi,! and! Kim! (2011)! used! the! concept! from!
Dewulf! (2011)! to! identify! properties! and! functions! pairs! in! a! sentence!
(invention! propertySfunction! network,! IPFN).! These! properties! and!
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functions!are!then!represented!as!nodes!and!the!coSoccurrences!are!then!




more! information! from! patents! by! identifying! a! ‘SubjectSActionSObject!
(SAO)’!structure.!This!structure!can!give!further!insights!into!the!cause!and!
effect,!problem!and!solution!relationships! in! the!patents.! Integrating!this!
to! technology! road! maps,! Choi,! Kim,! Yoon,! Kim,! and! Lee! (2013)! further!
proposed! a! way! to! develop! technology! road! map! using! SAOSbased!
methods! (SAOSTRM).!He!proposed! to! include! a! ‘Function’! layer! between!
the!technology!and!product!layers!in!a!traditional!threeSlayered!technology!
roadmap!(Phaal!et!al.,! 2004).!Such! functionSbased! technology! road!maps!




2007).! As! such,! it! is! the! aim! of! this! research! to! incorporate! the!





Patent! risks! management! is! primarily! reflected! in! patent! strategies.!
Existing! literature! on! patent! strategies! are! very! little! and! scattered.! The!





Phelps! and! Kline! (2009)! mentioned! that! IBM! and! Microsoft! have! made!
deliberate! intention! to! develop! their! patent! strategies! to! generate!
revenue!for!the!companies.!Building!a!portfolio!for!licensing!is!one!of!the!
looser! definition! of! patent! strategies.!More! structured! patent! strategies!
have! been! hightlighted! by! Granstrand! (1999b).! He! described! six! patent!
deployment! strategies:! (1)! ad! hoc! blocking! and! inventing! around,! (2)!
strategic! patent! searching,! (3)! blanketing! or! flooding,! (4)! fencing,! (5)!
surrounding!and!(6)!combination.!!
Arundel! and! Patel! (2003)! mentioned! that! strategic! patenting! means!
extending! the! traditional! function! of! patents! beyond! exclusive! use! of!
commercialisation! or! licensing! a! patented! invention.! They! proposed! that!
patent! strategies! could! be! broadly! divided! into! defensive! and! offensive.!
For! defensive! patenting,! the! ulterior! motive! behind! the! firm! is! to! stop!
others! from! patenting! its! invention! and! suing! it! for! infringement.!
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Defensive! patenting! also! provides! companies! bargaining! chips! for!




(2012)! did! a! thorough! review! of! the! various! patenting! strategies! in! the!





of! patents! to! achieve! signalling! and! information! disclosure,! managing!
patents! as! real! options,! nonSmarket! strategies,! and! other! patentSrelated!




the! relationship! and! interaction! between! the! generic! strategies.! One!
interaction!is!reflected!in!coSopetition.!!
CoSopetition!is!usually!driven!by!the!need!to!share!R&D!or!production!risks!
through! pooling! together! resources! to! develop! challenging! technologies!
and! achieve! synergies! to! expand! markets.! The! advantages! and!
disadvantages! of! coSopetition! maybe! seen! through! the! lenses! of!
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transaction! cost! theory! or! resourceSbased! theory! (Blind,! Ebersberger,! &!
Lorenz,!2012).!Using!the!transaction!theory,!coSopetition!is!considered!as!a!
risky! strategy! mainly! because! of! leakage! of! knowledge! to! competitors!
(Cassiman! &! Veugelers,! 2002).! Using! the! resourceSbased! theory,! which!
emphases!the!cooperative!dimension!of!coSopetition,!renders!this!strategy!
important! for! increasing! the! innovation!capabilities!of! firms! (DeSarbo,!Di!
Benedetto,!&!Song,!2007).!Because!of!this!advantage!of!enhancing!a!firm’s!
capability! to! innovate,! it! is! seen! as! desirable! and! overshadows! the!
disadvantage!of!competition.!Cooperating!with!competitors!allows!a!firm!
to! acquire! new! technical! knowledge! and! skills! from! them.! Cooperation!
also! created! access! of! other! capabilities! based! on! intensive! interaction!
(QuintanaSGarcia! &! BenavidesSVelasco,! 2004).! Tacit! knowledge! transfer!
makes! it! very! attractive! to! promote! coSopetitive! strategies.! Teece! (1992)!
contended! that! in! an! ‘intensely! competitive! environment! in! which! highS
tech! firms! find! themselves,! coupled! with! the! global! dispersion! of!
productiveStechnical! competence,! often! requires! complex! forms! of!
cooperation!among!competing!firms’.!!
At!this!stage,!research!on!how!coSopetitive!strategies!are!being!applied!in!
the! industries! is! sparse.! Blind! et! al.! (2012)! emphasized! that! a! firm’s! coS
opetitive! strategies! should! link! to! the! various! forms! of! IP! appropriation!
mechanisms,! it!should!be!part!of!the!firm’s!business!strategy.!Companies!
should! assess! the! advantages! and! disadvantages! of! the! different!




cooperation! and! corporate! competition! strategies! (Nalebuff! &!
Brandenburger,!1997).!
As! the! ultimate! aim! of! having! coSopetitive! strategies! is! to! appropriate!
profits! from! innovation! through!value! creation! for!both! competing! firms!
(Dagnino!&! Padula,! 2002;! Nalebuff! &! Brandenburger,! 1997),! research! on!
coSopetitive! strategies! should! also! spread! across! the! second! dimension!
defined! in!Somaya!(2012)’s! literature!review!framework:! right!acquisition,!
licensing! and! litigation.! This! thesis! proposes! to! incorporate! coSopetitive!
strategies! in! patent! acquisitions! through! complementary! technologies.!
Besides,! firms! should! first! use! litigation! to! enforce! their! rights! and!
eventually!they!would!settle!for!these!disputes.!!
Examples!of!complementary!technologies!that!are!suitable!for!this!type!of!
strategies! may! be! found! in! software.! Among! the! four! major! firms!
(Motorola,! Microsoft,! Samsung! and! Apple)! involved! in! smart! phones!
patent! wars,! there! were! 75! patents! remain! in! disputes! as! of! November!
2012.! 65! of! these! patents! have! softwareSrelated! claims! (Graham! &!
Vishnubhakat,! 2013).! The! application! of! software! patents! has! increased!
dramatically!(Chien,!2012)!and!the!enforcements!have!also!alarmed!policy!
makers! and! scholars! and!attracted!many!debates! (Goldman,! 2013;!Hall!&!
MacGarvie,!2010).!Most!of!the!software!patents!that!are!controversial!are!





promoting! effects! for! firms! without! prior! experience! in! other! markets’!
(Cockburn!&!MacGarvie,!2006).!
As! would! be! illustrated! in! the! analysis! performed! in! this! thesis,! the!




One!of! the!most! famous! literature! on! negotiation,! especially! among! the!
practitioners! is!“Getting!to!yes,!negotiating!an!agreement!without!giving!
in”!(Fisher,!Ury,!&!Patton,!2011).!The!book!provided!a!lot!of!practical!tactics!
for! various! scenarios! that! people! would! typically! face! in! a! negotiation.!!
One! signature! example! is! having! a! “BATNA”,! the! best! alternative! to! a!
negotiated! agreement! that! forms! the! bottom! line! in! the! negotiation.!!!
Other! tactics! that! are! always! mentioned! in! the! negotiation! literature! is!
treating! negotiation! as! a! problem! solving! exercise! (Hopmann,! 1995;!
MenkelSMeadow,!1983).!In!addition!to!the!tactics,!there!is!also!literature!on!
the!psychology!of!negotiation!process! (Miller,! 2014).!However,! these!are!
the! skills! of! negotiation.! They! do! not! provide! the! basis! for! negotiation,!
especially!in!the!case!of!licensing.!
Research!on! licensing!negotiation! is!mainly! from!the!economic!discipline.!
These! literature! looks! at! licensing!model! rather! than! negotiation! tactics!
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(Bessy! &! Brousseau,! 1998;! HernándezSMurillo! &! Llobet,! 2006;! Sen! &!
Tauman,! 2007;! Vishwasrao,! 2007).! It! would! be! useful! for! licensing!
negotiators! to! have! a! framework,! or! a! list! of! items! to! consider! in!
determining! the! key! negotiation! parameter,! which! is! the! royalty! rate.!!
Some!parameters!affecting!royalty!rate!or!in!the!licensing!negotiation!are!
size!of!relevant!market,!dynamism!of!market,!characteristics!of!technology,!





factors! form! the! core! of! this! thesis’! licensing! negotiation! framework.!
These!factors!are!shown!in!Appendix!5.!
These! 15! factors! have! been! used! as! the! “golden! standard”! in!
determination! of! reasonable! royalties! to! be! awarded! as! damages.!
However,! simply! handing! these! 15! factors! to! the! jury! as! guidelines! in!
determining! damages! has! not! proved! to! be! sufficient.! The! factors! are!
vague! in!nature.!This! leaves!the! jury!a! lot!of!discretion!to! interpret! these!
factors! (Lemley,! 2011).! Press! has! constantly! reported! exuberantly! large!
amount!of!damages!awarded! to!patentees! (McGrath!&!Kedrowski,! 2007;!
Robertson,! 2011).! This! leads! to! arguments! that! the! current!damage! rules!
have! resulted! in! systematic! overcompensation! for! patentees! (Elhauge,!
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the! factors! enunciated! in! the! GeorgiaSPacific! case! and! apply! them! in! a!
hypothetical! negotiation.! Zimmeck! (2012)! also! used! game! theory! to!
quantify! the! 15! factors! in! the!GeorgiaSPacific! case.! In! this! approach,! they!












one! supplier,! two! supplies! or! when! there! are! nonSinfringing! substitutes!
available.!By!using!the!NBS,!the!factors!are!in!effect!weighted.!!
Other! than! relating! the! GeorgiaSPacific! factors! with! classical! economic!
models,! Epstein! and! Marcus! (2003)! incorporated! the! corporate! finance!
model!into!quantifying!the!GeorgiaSPacific!factors.!They!took!the!infringing!
activity! as! an! investment! and! aimed! at! earning! the! largest! profits! from!
there.! The! maximum! value! to! be! paid! for! the! royalty! rate! would! be!
determined!by!the!profitability!of!the!alternative!replacement!project! for!
the! infringing! activity.! Similarly,! Seaman! (2010),! proposed! that! in! a!
hypothetical!negotiation,!any!rational!prospective!licensee!would!consider!
the!BATNA.!Licensing!fees!for!the!patented!technology!should!be!less!than!
the! sum! of! costs! to! acquire! or! obtain! the! nonSinfringing! substitute,!
“switching”! costs! related! to! adopting! the! nonSinfringing! substitute! and!
incremental!benefits!of!adopting!the!patented!invention.!!
In!a!way,!these!economic!models!have!provided!comprehensive!ways!for!





factors! to! be! considered! in! the! process! of! negotiation.! However,! it! is!
actually! hard! to! give! a! definite! value! through! such! equations! in! daily!
business! setting.! Therefore,! in! negotiating! licensing! deals,! the! more!
practical! approach! for! companies! would! be! having! a! reasonable! initial!
value! and! then! consider! through! the! suggested! factors! for! tuning! and!
negotiation.! This! thesis!will! provide! such! a! framework.! In! particular,! the!
thesis!will!look!into!whether!there!are!heavier!weightages!for!some!factors.!




Patent! Portfolios! analysis! has! been! used! as! a! tool! for! technology!
forecasting!for!many!years!(Fabry!et!al.,!2006;!Mogee!&!Kolar,!1994).!Ernst!
(1998)! showed! that! patents! in! patent! portfolios! could! be! analyzed! and!
grouped! into! quadrants! for! strategic! R&D! planning.! Analyzing! the! firm’s!
own! patent! portfolio! and! its! competitor’s! patent! portfolios! and!making!
sense!out!of!them!can!help!building!up!a!technology!landscape!on!which!IP!
strategies! can! be! derived.! However,! many! of! the! existing! methods! of!
analysing! patent! portfolios! are! either! very! crude,! looking! into! the!
quantifiable! parameters! inside! patent! documents,! e.g.! forward! and!
backward! citations,! priority! dates! or! number! of! dependent! claims!






In! terms!of!strategies,! the!patenting!strategies!are!generally!divided! into!
defensive,! proprietary! or! leveraging.! Examples! of! defensive! patenting!
strategies! are! portfolio! patenting,! defensive! blocking! and! preSemption.!
Example! of! proprietary! patenting! is! building! fences! to! block! out!
competitors.! For! leveraging! patenting! strategy,! firms! patent! in! areas! of!
significant! technology! that! other! firms! are! using!or!will! use! (Granstrand,!
1999b).! !However,!all!these!methods!provide!only!the!current!technology!
landscape.! By! the! time! the! analysis! is! done,! R&D! direction! identified,!
research! launched! and! patents! can! be! filed,! the! whole! landscape!might!







quantifying! and! consolidating! the! various! risks! factors! (Pickford! &!
Alexander,!2001).!For!example,!ARM!has!a!robust!system!of!identifying!and!




















research! and! development! factor,! technology! factor! and! patent! factor.!
These!considerations!would!then!be!modelled!in!patent!risks!valuation!and!
assessment 7 .! ! However,! the! study! did! not! extend! to! a! systematic!
mitigation! solution.! It! is! therefore! the! aim! of! this! thesis! to! provide! a!








This! session! proposes! some! patent! management! strategies! to! be!
employed!by!companies.!The!proposed!patent!management!strategies!will!
be! categorised! into! the! two! fundamental! goals! of! minimising! costs! and!
maximising! profits! for! mitigating! patent! risks.! Under! the! block! on!
minimising! the! costs,! the! activities! are! primarily! for! reducing! the!
operational!costs!of!due!diligence!for!extracting!useful!information!out!of!
big! data! resources! available.! In! addition,! these! activities! of! minimising!
costs! would! include! better! data! extraction! and! analysis! results! through!
systematic! patent! classification! methods! to! derive! the! technology! and!
patenting!strategies!for!companies.!!
Under! the! block! on! maximising! profits,! patent! management! strategies!
take! into! account! the! external! environment!under!which! the! technology!
evolves.!In!addition,!strategies!derived!would!consider!the!internal!nature!
of! the!operating!companies.! The!activities!are!geared! towards! strategies!







The!outcomes!of!minimising! costs! through! the!modules! are! efficiency! in!
due!diligence!and!effectiveness!in!data!extraction!and!analysis.!In!order!to!
achieve! efficient! patent! search,! the! system! describes! the! formulation! of!
search! scheme! combining! keywords! derivation! and! Cooperative! Patent!
Classifications!(CPC)!aid.!In!achieving!effective!patent!analysis,!the!system!
bridges! the! gap! from! technology! development! to! product!
commercialisation!through!multiple!categories!in!patent!classifications.!!
Using! a! comprehensive! patent! search! scheme! formulation,! companies!
would!be!able!to!use!it!to!generate!a!patent!portfolios!for!prior!art!search!
and! monitor! subsequent! users! that! cite! the! company’s! inventions.! The!
patent! portfolio! can! be! used! to! derive! technology! strategies.! Thus! the!
legal! risks! can! be! reduced! by! gaining! a! better! understanding! of! the!
strength!of!the!company’s!patent!portfolios.!!
In!addition!to!the!search!scheme!formation,!the!system!also!proposes!the!
analysis! of! academic! journal! publications! to! forecast! the! upcoming!
direction!of!patent!filing!to!reduce!the!technological!risks.!!
Having! identified!the!key!patent!portfolios,!the!system!proposes!a!mixed!
mode! method! of! analysing! a! portfolio! of! patents! that! combines! both!
qualitative!and!quantitative!analysis!techniques.!This!analysis!scheme!aims!
to! increase! the! objectivity! and! consistency! in! analysing! the! patent!
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art! that! can! challenge! its! novelty.! It! is! impossible! to! eliminate! this! risk!
because! there! might! always! be! prior! art! out! there! that! can! potentially!
challenge!the!validity!and!it!is!impossible!to!identify!them!completely.!!
In!addition,!the!legal!risks!in!failure!to!identify!the!potential!infringers!or!in!
stepping! on! others’! patents! are! also! high.! At! the!moment,! IP! market! is!
becoming!more!sophisticated!and!many!players!are!entering!the!market!to!
help! monetise! patents! actively.! NonSpracticing! entities! have! often! been!
blamed! for! these! threats! that! companies! are! facing.!On! the! other! hand,!
companies! are! increasingly! using! these! nonSpracticing! entities! to! help!
them!to!monetise!their!patent!portfolios.!Therefore!the!risks!of!companies!
being!faced!with!such!risks!increase!significantly.!!
In! order! for! companies! to!mitigate! such! risks,! they! need! to! have! a! very!
good!grasp!in!managing!their!patent!portfolios.!The!first!step!in!managing!









There! are!myriads! of! ways! to! describe! a! technology.! ! This!makes! a! fullS
proof! search! impossible.! It! relies! much! on! the! cumulative! skill! that!
companies!developed!and!are! to!be! refined!over! time.!This! is! ineffective!
for! the! fast! changing! technology.! In! addition,! such! search! scheme!might!
easily!miss!out!the!peripheral!technology!that!can!be!highly!related!to!the!
invention.!Therefore!a!scheme!that!encompass!a!wide!scope!and!yet!highly!
relevant! to! the! invention! is! needed.! In! this! system,! the! search! scheme!
makes!use!of! technology! life!cycle,!value!chain!and!the! latest!CPC!as! the!
fundamental!clues!to!define!the!search!string.!!
Considering!the!technology!life!cycle!in!the!keywords!search!scheme!is!like!
tracing! the! historical! development! of! the! technology.! This! is! especially!
useful!when!searching!for!prior!art.!Very!often,!the!naming!convention!of!
the! technology!might! have! changed!over! time.!However! the! technology!
might! have! the! same! root! and! might! be! highly! related.! Therefore,!





similar! technology.! In! particular,! when! considering! the! potential!
infringement!either! from!or!by! the!company,! it! is!necessary! to! relate! the!
technology!with!the!products.!Listing!out!all!the!related!components!and!
technology! involved! in! the!production!of! the! final! product!will! allow! the!
trace!from!technology!to!product!and!enable!the!company!to!identify!the!
end!users!of!the!final!product.!This!will!in!turn!help!to!identify!the!potential!
infringer! or! the! potential! patent! owners! whose! patents! the! company! is!
infringing!on.!!
In!addition!to!technology!life!cycle!and!value!chain,!the!usual! information!
such!as! the! companies,! inventors! and! the! corresponding!CPC!of! concern!
are!used!for!further!narrowing!down!the!scope!of!the!search.!!The!specific!
steps! and! information! used! for! the! patent! search! scheme! may! vary!








3.3. Specific& examples& on& implementing& the& Patent& Search&
Scheme&
The! above! Patent! Search! Flowchart! represents! a! very! comprehensive!
search!mechanism.! Depending! on! the! technology,! some! steps!might! be!
omitted.! In! this! thesis,! three! technologies! have! been! chosen! as! the!
studying!cases!to!illustrate!the!working!mechanism!of!the!risks!mitigation!
system.!For!cloud!computing,! there!have!been!several!waves!of!enabling!
technology! that!warrants! technology! life!cycle!analysis.! For! touch!screen!








to! demonstrate! how! technology! life! cycle! can! be! used! to! provide!
information! for! forming! the! search! string.! In! order! to! derive! the!
technology! life! cycle,! the! history! of! the! technology! needs! to! be!
understood.!Figure!3S3!shows!the!timeline!of!cloud!computing.!Three!key!
milestones! have! been! identified! from! this! timeline.! They! are:! The!
Advanced! Research! Projects! Agency! Network! (ARPANET),! Enterprise!
Application!as!represented!by!Napster!and!Parallel!Computation!over!the!
Cloud!as!represented!by!Elastic!Compute!Cloud!(EC2)!by!Amazon.!With!this!










ARPANET!were! shown! in! Table! 3S1.! Advanced! Research! Projects! Agency!
(ARPA,!later!DARPA)!from!the!U.S.!Department!of!Defense!first!funded!the!
program!for!use!at!universities!and!research! institutes! in! the!US.!Today’s!
Internet!was!formed!from!the!packet!switching!of!the!ARPANET,!together!
with! TCP/IP.! Packet! switching!was! originally! based! on! the! concepts! and!
designs! by! a! Welsh! scientist! Donald! Davies,! an! American! engineer! Paul!
Baran,! and! Lawrence! Roberts! of! the! Lincoln! Laboratory.! The! TCP/IP!
communication! protocols! were! developed! for! ARPANET! by! computer!
scientists!Robert!Kahn!and!Vinton!Cerf.!They!have!also!incorporated!some!
designs! from! Louis! Pouzin! (Schultz,! 1988;! Strawn,! 2014;! Walden,! 2014).!
Based! on! this! historical! information,! a! list! of! the! pioneer! scientists! and!
















J.!C.!R.!Licklider! Bolt,! Beranek! and! Newman! (BBN),! US! Defense!
Department's! Advanced! Research! Projects!
Agency!
The! technical! terms! that! are! specific! to! the! ARPANET! are:! "Intergalactic!




need! to! be! browsed! through! at! the! patent! search! stage! and! select! the!
ones!that!are!appropriate!to!be!included!into!the!search!string.!!
Enterprise!Applications!
Based!on! the! same!principle,! the!key! inventors/institutes/companies! that!
are!responsible!for!the!second!milestone!to!realise!such! internetSenabled!
enterprise! applications! are! listed.! Napster! was! the! first! such! service!
launched! for! music! sharing.! The! developers! are! John! Fanning,! Shawn!
Fanning!and!Sean!Parker.!Some!other!players!that!follow!are!using!similar!
file! sharing! concepts! such! as!Gnutella,! Kazaa,! Freenet,! and!many!others.!
There! are! also! other! services,! like! Grokster,! LimeWire,! Madster! and! the!
original! eDonkey! network.! However! this! list! of! companies! and! inventors!
did! not! file! patents.! Instead,! this! list! can! be! used! to! understand! the!
technology! used! behind! such! Enterprise! Applications! and! obtain! the!
keywords! for! the! technology! such! as! Business! informatics,! Business!
software,! Enterprise! architecture,! Enterprise! forms! automation,! Identity!
management,! Identity! management! system,! Information! technology!
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management,! Integrated! business! planning,! Management! information!
system,! Operational! risk! management,! Retail! software! and! Strategic!
information!system8.!!
In! addition,! in! order! to! understand! the! definition! and! identify!









depends+ on+ the+ close+ coordination+ of+ the+ hardware,+ networking,+
operating+ system,+ storage+ subsystem,+ application+ framework,+ and+
application+software!




Leveragability! the+ ability+ that+ stored+ data,+ programmed+ logic,+ and+ other+ system+
resources+available+anywhere+in+the+enterprise+should+be+accessible+from+
everywhere+in+the+enterprise!







Extensibility! Q+ the+ ability+ to+ add/modify+ functionality+ without+ impacting+ existing+
functionality+
Manageability+ Q+the+ability+to+manage+the+system+in+order+to+ensure+the+continued+health+






The! combined! use! of! such! characteristics! can! be! “enterprise! and!




The! parallel! computation! technology! enabled! by! Amazon’s! Elastic!
Compute!Cloud! (EC2)! can!make!use!of! the! fact! that! there! are! a! few!key!
companies! in! this!business.!Amazon! is!one!such!company.!Microsoft!also!
has! its! Windows! Azure! Virtual! Machines;! Google! Compute! Engine,!
Internap’s!Agile!Platform!and!Rackspace!that!provide!cloud!storage!space.!
Knowing!these!companies,!especially!the!powerful!player,!and!combining!
other! keywords! that! describe! such! technology! such! as! virtual! server,!
elastic! IP! addresses,!Mapreduce,! distributed! algorithm,! Information! as! a!
Service! (IaaS),! just! to! name! a! few,! will! provide! a! good! starting! list! of!
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Datacenters,! SQL! database,! BLOB! storage,! Hadoop,!








In! addition! to! technology! life! cycle,! another! important! source! of!
information!for!keywords!to!be!included!into!the!search!string!is!from!the!
value! chain! structure.! In! the! cloud! computing! case,! the! value! chain! is!







the! value! chain! segment! and! the! key!players! in! that! segment.! The! value!






In! cloud! computing,! the! key! building! blocks! are! well! summerised! in! the!
cube! as! illustrated! by! the! US’s! National! Institute! of! Standards! and!
Technology!(NIST)10.!It!consists!of!the!three!service!models:!Infrastructure!
as!a!Service!(IaaS),!Platform!as!a!Service!(PaaS)!and!Software!as!a!Service!
(SaaS).!As! shown! in! Figure! 3S4,! the!upstream!of! the! value! chain! includes!
mostly! the! hardware,! data! storage! and! infrastructure.!Moving! down! the!
value! chain,! the! platform! appears.! Towards! the! downstream! are! the!
application! of! cloud! computing,! direct! customers! service! delivery! and!
some! system! integration! services.! In! addition,! the! corresponding!
components,! the! corresponding! Cooperative! Patent! Classifications! (CPC)!


























Depending!on!whether! it!has! to!be!a! fine! search!or!whether! it’s!a!broad!
search,!the!CPC!level!to!be!included!varies.!For!broad!search,!it!can!include!
up!to!4th!level!of!H04L!43/00,!H04W!48/00,!etc.!The!subsequent!child!codes!







For! LED,! the! value! chain! is! a! more! wellSdefined! componentSbased! value!
chain.! Like! other! semiconductors,! at! the! top! of! the! value! chain! is! the!
chip/wafer! level.! There! are! a! combination! of! LED! arrays,! which! is! an!
assembly!of!LED!packages!or!dies!on!a!printed!circuit!board!or!substrate,!
possibly! with! optical! elements! and! additional! thermal,! mechanical,! and!
electrical!interfaces!that!are!intended!to!connect!to!the!load!side!of!an!LED!
driver11,! to! form! “Packaged! LED”.! In! the! midSstream! is! the! driver! and!




a! complete! lighting! unit! consisting! of! LEDSbased! light! emitting! elements!
and! a!matched! driver! together!with! parts! to! distribute! light,! to! position!
and! protect! the! light! emitting! elements,! and! to! connect! the! unit! to! a!
branch!circuit.!The!LED!based!light!emitting!elements!may!take!the!form!of!
LED!packages,! (components),! LED!arrays! (modules)! LED!Light!Engine,!or!
LED! lamps.!The!LED! luminaire! is! intended!to!connect!directly!to!a!branch!











the! analogueSt0Sdigital! converter! and! finally! application! software.!
However,! at! the! touch! panel! level,! it! can! be! further! divided! into! the!
upstream!materials! and! components! such! as! glass! substrate,! the! Indium!
Tin!Oxide!(ITO)!film.!There!are!also!the!touch!sensors,!the!LCD!panels!and!
cover!glass.!Connecting!the!hardware!and!making!the!sense!functions!are!
the!controller! ICs!and! flexible!board.!At! the!assembly! side,! there!are! the!
touch!modules!and!systems.!This!eventually!will!go!into!the!end!products!
such!as!hand!phones,!tablets!or!other!automotive!products.!The!keywords!













which!stage!of!the!technology! life!cycle!that!portfolio! is! in.!The!company!
can!also!identify!which!segment!of!the!value!chain!the!portfolio!is!in.!Once!




the! company,!we! have! tried! to! execute! a! prior! art! search! based! on! the!
traditional! keyword! search! with! some! limiting! parameters.! It! took! from!
two!weeks!to!a!month!to!formulate!such!a!comprehensive!search!results.!
We!benchmarked!the!search!results!by!testing!whether!the!search!results!
include! all! the! existing! known! prior! art! that! over! the! years,! either! our!
licensees!or!our!competitors!brought!up!against!us.!As!the!search!results!
are!more!precise,! the! resulting!patent!portfolio! to!be!analysed!are!more!
relevant.!Traditionally,!it!took!a!few!rounds!of!discussions!and!refinement!
and! the! final! acceptable! and! agreeable! search! string! was! formulated.!
When! this! patent! search! methodology! was! implemented,! the! required!
time! to! come! up!with! the! search!was! reduced! to! one! day! and! only! one!
person!is!required!to!come!up!with!the!search!string.!!
In! the!event!when!a!company!needs!to!analyse!a!patent!portfolio! that! is!
directly! targeting! the! downstream! customers! so! that! they! can! either!
negotiate! for! trade! or! use! them! in! litigation,! the! company! can! pinpoint!
easily!how!that!patent!portfolio!can!be!identified!and!its!relationship!with!
the! company’s! own! patent! portfolios.! Such! keyword! search! scheme!




for! analysis! based! on! the! specific! needs,! a! dynamic,! wellSdefined! and!
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modularised! patent! search! scheme! is! needed.! With! the! above! patent!
search! scheme,! the! full! landscape! of! the! surrounding! technologies! and!
value!chain!can!be!taken!into!account!and!considered!whether!they!need!









technology! based! on! past! and! present! information.! Such! information!
however! cannot!be!used! to!predict!or!project! future! technology! trend!–!




based! on! a! large! database! and! provide! fundamental! analytic! tools! for!
refining!the!searches.!This! is!similar!to!patent!searches.!By!understanding!
the!relationship!between!technology!life!cycle,! journal!and!patent!data,! it!
is! possible! to! derive! patenting! strategies! to! build! up! patent! portfolios!
strategically.!!
4.2. Theoretical&Background&
With! the! boom! of! big! data! and! many! other! analytical! tools,! using!
bibliometric! studies! for! technology! forecasting! has! become! more!
promising.! Journal! articles! and! patent! documents! are! often! used! as! the!
measures! of! innovation.! However,! many! studies! have! suggested! that!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!





multiple! sources! of! databases! are! necessary! to! eliminate! biasness!
(Kleinknecht,!Van!Montfort,!&!Brouwer,!2002;!Nelson,!2009).! In!addition,!
different! sources! have! their! own! timeliness! in! a! technology! life! cycle.!
Studies! have! proposed! a! list! of! technology! life! cycle! (TLC)! indicators! to!
depict! a! comprehensive! picture! of! the! various! stages! in! R&D! (Martino,!
2003;!Watts!&!Porter,! 1997).! For!basic! research,!Science!Citation! Index! is!
used! as! an! indicator;! for! applied! research,! engineering! index! is! used;! for!
development! stage,! patent! information! is! used;! for! application,!
newspapers! are! used! and! finally! for! social! impact,! business! and! popular!
press! are! used! as! indicators.! Such! bibliometric! analysis! can! yield! the!
technology! life! cycle! that! the! technology! is! in! (Daim,! Rueda,! Martin,! &!
Gerdsri,! 2006).! These! studies,! however,! only! pointed! out! that! there! are!
different!indicators!at!the!various!stages!of!technology!life!cycle.!They!did!
not! provide! the! linkage! between! these! indicators! especially! how! one!
indicator! can!connect! to!another! for! technology! forecasting!as! shown! in!
Figure!4S1.!It!is!the!aim!of!this!module!to!achieve!this.!Although!some!critics!
have! said! that! this! model! was! only! for! linear! model! of! technology!
innovation! and! in! fact! was! not! applicable! in! real! industrial! cases!
(Rosenberg,! 1994).! Some! have! also! criticized! that! the! sequence! of!










providing! technology! strategies.! ! It! can! also!provide!direction! for! patent!
filing.!Therefore,!such!linkage!is!used!to!further!expand!the!search!scheme!
to! beyond! patent! database! in! order! to! derive! patenting! strategies! as!
shown! in! Figure! 4S2.! In! order! to! illustrate! this! methodology,! a! niche!
technology! was! chosen13!–! surface! acoustic! wave! filters.! It! has! a! wellS
defined!pool!of!publications!and!patents.!First,!the!TLC!linear!model!needs!
to!be! confirmed! that! it! is! applicable! in! this! case.! Then,!by!making!use!of!
this! time! difference! between! the! journal! applications! and! patent!
applications,! patenting! strategy! is! derived.! This! thesis! follows! the!
arguments! from! Balconi,! Brusoni,! and! Orsenigo! (2010)! who! argued! that!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13!This!part!of! the! thesis!was!presented!at! the! ICMIT2014,!Singapore,!Sep!
24S25,! 2014! under! the! title! “Using! Web! of! Science! as! the! indicator! for!
patenting!strategies”!
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a! basic! understanding! of! the! intrinsic! nature! of! the! technology.!
Bibliometric!analysis!of!a!technology!is!applicable!if!it!has!been!established!
that! international! journals! are! the!major!mode! of! communication!within!
the! community! of! researchers! in! the! field.! In! the! case! here,! surface!
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acoustic! wave! filters! started! as! early! as! 1970s!with! the! discovery! of! the!
RayleighSwave!or!surface!acoustic!wave!(SAW).! In!the!1980s,!there!was!a!




In! patent! analysis,! on! top! of! the! patent! counts,! there! are! various!
classifications!such!as!International!Patent!Classifications!(IPC)!defined!by!
the! World! Intellectual! Property! Office! (WIPO),! European! Patent!
Classification!(ELCA)!from!the!European!Patent!Office!(EPO)!and!the!newly!
joint! development! of! Cooperative! Patent! Classifications! (CPC)! from! US!
Patent!Office!(USPTO)!and!EPO.!Examiners!classify!each!patent!document!
into! the! various! relevant! technology! classifications.! ! In! this! way,! it! is!
possible! to! have! a! finer! categorization! of! the! patent! documents.! For!
journal!publications,!there!is!no!such!classification.!Therefore,!the!first!step!
is!to!establish!such!categorization!for!the!journal!articles!and!compare!that!
with! patent! documents.! Firstly,! a! database! that! has! a! collection! of! the!
major!journals!where!the!technology!field!is!in!was!chosen.!In!the!case!of!
SAW,!Web! of! Science! is! applicable! as! it! provides! Science! Citation! Index!
that!covers!250!disciplines,! 120,000! journals!with!data!ranging!as!early!as!
1900.!!It!also!provides!Conference!Proceeding!Citation!Index!in!Science!and!
covers! 5.2! billions! papers! published! in! books! and! journals! from! 1990!
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onwards.! There! are! over! 148,000! conferences! covered! yearly14 .! This!
database! also! provides! a! convenient! database! for! pattern! and! trend!
analysis,!as!well!as!citation!visualization.!!
Secondly,! the! document! counts! were! analysed.! For! SAW,! five! years! of!
journal!publications!among!the!top!journals!for!SAW!filters!were!selected.!
The! selection! of! these! journals!was! based! on! interviews!with! experts! in!
this! field.! I! have! worked! in! the! R&D! of! this! field! for! six! years! in! a!
multinational!company!that!specializes!in!SAW!filters!and!thus!had!a!good!
overview!of! the! technology.! I! have!also!discussed!with!my!exScolleagues!
from!France,!Germany!and!United!States,!who!have!been!working! in!this!
field!ranging!from!six!years!to!thirty!years!in!order!to!ensure!that!this!study!














Expert!1! Germany! ~20!years! Germany! Retired!
Expert!2! Singapore!! ~13!years! France,!Singapore! R&D!Manager!













Thirdly,!with! this! pool! of!major! journals! as! one! of! the! criteria! and! using!
Web!of!Science!categorization!to!filter!out!those!articles!that!are!directly!
related! to! SAW! filters,! 304! articles! from! year! 1979! to! year! 2011! were!
collected!and! five!years!of!documents! from!1995! to! 1999!were!analyzed.!
Before! 1995,! the! full! journal! articles! were! not! available.! Moreover,! this!
period! between! 1995! and! 1999! was! the! prime! period! in! major!
breakthroughs!in!SAW!filters!according!to!the!experts.!!
Fourthly,! a!pool!of!U.S.!patent!documents! that! range! from! 1995! to!2004!
was! searched.! The! database! included! the! first! year! of! analysis! of! the!
journal! articles! and! extended! another! five! years! because! in! a! TLC! linear!
model,! the! patent! publications! come! after! the! journal! publications.!
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Patents! that! are! too! far! from! the!publication!of! the! journal!papers!were!
not! included!because! in! the!SAW! filter! fields,! the! research! cycle!of!most!
projects! is! around! two! to! four! years.! The! search! strategy!was! discussed!
with! the! experts! to! confirm! the! comprehensiveness.! From! this! pool! of!
patent!documents,! the!major! IPC!among!them!were! identified!and!those!
categories! were! used! as! the! basis! for! the! classifications! of! journal!
documents.!!
Finally! these! two! measures! for! technology! forecasting! were! compared.!
The!steps!involved!and!their!relationships!between!the!journal!documents!








The! publication! trend! of! the! organizations! that! contributed! to! the!
publications!was!investigated.!Fig.!4S5!shows!the!top!organizations!among!
the! pool! of! publications! analysed.! From! the! figure,! most! of! the!




companies! producing! semiconductor! devices.! From!Germany,! Epcos! and!
Siemens!are!the!main!players.!However,!Epcos!was!actually!a!joint!venture!








Among! the!major! patent! contributors,! Fig.! 4S6! shows! that!Murata! is! the!
top! patent! owners! in! SAW! filters,! followed! by! Matsushita! and! Kyocera.!
Matsushita!had!collaborations!with!other!SAW!players!in!the!industry!and!
in!fact!they!formed!a!joint!venture,!EPCOS!AG,!in!1989.!Kyocera!is!a!major!
supplier! of! piezoelectric! crystal! used! to! produce! SAW! in! SAW! filters.!
Universities! do! not! top! the! list! in! patent! ownership.! This! maybe! either!
because!of! the!high! costs! of! patent! applications!or! the! type!of! research!
published! at! journal! publications!was! at! a! stage!when! it!was! best! to! be!
communicated! through! major! journals.! ! Universities! may! contribute! to!
fundamental! research!whereas! the! applied! research! is! performed! at! the!
industrial! level! (Balconi! &! Laboranti,! 2006;! Bonaccorsi! &! Thoma,! 2007).!
However,! from! Fig.! 4S5! and! Fig.! 4S6,! companies! have! both! journal!
publications! and! patent! applications.! And! some! publications! were! their!
joint!efforts.! Examples!are!Russian!Academy!of!Science!and!Taisaw! from!
Taiwan!collaborated.!Institute!of!Solid!State!&!Material!Research!Dresden!






According! to! the! linear! model! of! TLC,! there! should! be! time! differences!
between!the!journal!publications!and!patent!applications.!Figure!4S7!shows!
the! comparisons! between! the! two! indicators! in! original! document!
numbers.! The! amount! of! patent! documents! related! to! SAW! filters! are!
about!50!times!more!than!that!of!journal!articles.!This!may!be!because!of!
the! explosion! of! patent! applications! after! 1990s! (Henderson,! Jaffe,! &!
Trajtenberg,!1998).!It!is!also!because!only!the!major!journals!were!chosen.!
In! order! to! compare! these! two! types! of! documents! in! one! graph,! the!
logarithm!to!base!10!of!the!patent!publication!numbers!was!compared!to!
the!logarithm!to!base!2!of!the!percentage!of!journal!publications!over!the!







In! order! to! relate! the! document! types! between! journal! data! and! patent!
data,! the! IPC! trends! of! patent! applications! from! year! 1995! to! year! 2004!
was!first!analysed.!Figure!4S8!shows!the!trend.!In!early!years,!patents!were!
filed!mainly! in! structural! designs! of! SAW! filters:! “network! using! surface!
acoustic! waves”,! “constructional! features! of! resonators! using! surface!
acoustic! waves”,! SAW! filters! and! “networks! with! electroSacoustic!
elements”.!They!belong!to!the!IPC!H03H!categories.!It!is!only!starting!from!









Based! on! the! understanding! of! the! classifications! among! the! patent!
documents,! the! journal! articles! with! the! same! categorization! were!
classified.! Figure!4S9! shows! that!“selection!of!materials! for!piezoSelectric!










In!order! to! further! analyse! the! relationships!between! the! journal! articles!
and! patents,! a! company! that! has! consistently! been! publishing! journal!
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All! these!articles! fall!under! the!categories!of! the!dominant! research!area!
identified! in! the! previous! session,! i.e.! materials! related.! In! addition,! all!
these! articles!were!originated! from! the! inventor!Kadota.! The! application!
trends! of! Murata’s! patents! from! year! 1995! to! year! 2004! were! then!
analysed! and! shown! in! Figure! 4S10.! From! the! comparison,! in! the! years!
between!1995!and!1999,!Murata’s!patent!counts!were!at!the!infant!stage.!
Title! Author! Year! Classifications!
Piezoelectric! properties! of!
zincSoxide! films! on! glass!










elements! or! of! parts!
thereof!
Influence!of! stepSlike!portions!
















1998! Selection! of! materials! for!
piezoSelectrostrictive!
elements!




1999! Selection! of! materials! for!
piezoSelectrostrictive!
elements!
Influence! of! leaky! surface!
acoustic!wave!velocity!of!glass!
substrates! on! frequency!








The!majority! of! the! patents!were! filed! in! the! direction! of! designs! of! the!
SAW! filters,! as! reflected! in! H03H.! It! was! from! year! 2000! that! patent!
applications! started! to! climb! rapidly.! The! rate! of! increase! of! patents!
related! to!materials! (H01L)! is!more! than! 4! times! from! year! 1999! to! year!
2000! (from! 6! to! 28! documents).! The! rate! of! increase! of! the! patent!
applications!for!design!increased!slightly!more!than!2!times.!!
! The! patent! application! trends! of! the! inventor! Kadota! (Fig.! 4S11)!
were! then! tracked! to! test! whether! the! time! lag! between! patent!
applications! in! the! field! of!materials! is! due! to! the! various! groups! of! the!
companies! researching! in! different! directions! and! each! choosing! a!
different!mode!of!communications.!In!this!case,!the!patent!applications!of!
inventor!Kadota!who!authored!the!journal!articles!on!ZincSoxide!from!year!
1995! to! year! 2004! were! tracked.! The! results! show! that! even! though!
inventor!Kadota!was!doing!research!on!ZincSoxide!and!published!articles!in!
academic! journals,! he! did! have! patent! applications! in! those! year.! Those!











In! this! module,! the! trend! of! publication! of! journal! articles! provides! a!
possible! way! of! identifying! patenting! direction.! This! method! involves!










not!only!one!extra! source!of! information! for!patenting!directions;! it! also!
serves!as!a!forecast.!This!method!is!applicable!to!wellSdefined!technologies!
such! as! SAW! filters.! Other! similar! technology! is! LED.! In! this! case,! the!
patent! portfolio! to! be! analysed! has! also! to! be! niche! and! follow! linear!
model!of!development,!such!as!relating!to!just!blue!LED!and!it’s!upstream!
technologies.! In!this!way,!the!patent!classifications!are!precise,!small!and!
analysable.! This! method! can! also! be! extended! to! other! semiconductor!
industries!such!as!touch!screen,!electric!cars.!!
This! paper! thus! adds! to! the! literature! of! patent! portfolio! analysis.!
Specifically,!it!fills!in!the!gap!in!the!literature!to!identify!future!technology!
and! patenting! directions.! The! proposed! method! described! in! this! paper!
provides! an! added! time! advantage! that! gives! the! patenting! direction!
ahead! of! existing! analysis! of! patent! portfolios! alone.! This! is! especially!
useful!in!industries!where!time!to!market!is!very!important.!
In! addition,! there! is! a! stream!of! research!by!Murray! and! team! (Huang!&!
Murray,! 2009,! 2010;!Murray,! 2002)!on! the! relationship!between! scientific!
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publications! and! patent! filings.! Murray! looked! at! the! coSevolution! of!
science! (reflected! in! journal! publication)! and! technology! (reflected! in!
patents)! and!explored! the! intricate!networks!between! these! two! realms!
(Murray,!2002).!In!this!module,!it!is!found!that!the!highly!paperS!published!
and!patents! filed! inventor,!Kadota!has! in! fact!a! lot!of!coS!publication!and!
coSfiling! on! both! the! material! and! design! technology! areas! in! journal!
publications!and!patents!filings.!Some!of!the!journal!publications!were!coS
published!with! the! Japanese!University.! In! this! case,! the! knowledge! has!
spilled! over! from! the! scientific! to! the! technology! networks.! This! study!
further! introduced! a! time! domain! to! suggest! that! since! scientific!
publications! in!the!same!technology!appears!first,!companies!can!use!the!
information!directly! from!the! journal!publication! trends.!This! is!especially!
beneficial! in! this!big!data!domain!where! journal! database! is!massive! and!
easily! assessable! provided! the! organisation! subscribes! to! these! key!




(2009).! They! examined! the! paperSpatent! pair! and! found! the! impact! of!
patents!on! future!paper!publications.!The!studies!enunciated!that!patent!
publication!had!a!negative!effect!on!the!amount!of!later!paper!publication.!
This! chapter! provided! an! explanation! of! such! negative! effect! by!
introducing!the!time!domain.!The!scientific!publications!normally!describe!
science,! which! is! at! a! stage! that! is! far! from! commercialisable! products.!
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Patents! appear! several! years! later! when! the! science! has! matured! to! a!




the! company! produces! or! uses! such! invention,! it! knows! best! what! the!
problems! are! that! need! to! be! solved! further.! In! that! way,! scientific!
publications!in!the!same!technology!will!diminish.!However,!this!is!the!case!
when! the!patent! is! a! direct! followSup! technology! to! the! scientific! paper.!
Sometimes,! a! patent! can! cite! a! paper! because! it! uses! a! key! structure! in!
science.!However,! the!patent! is! in! fact!about!a!manufacturing!process!of!
such!structure,!as! in!the!case!of!many!patents! in!semiconductors.! In!fact,!
companies!develop!majority!of!such!manufacturing!processes.!In!this!case,!
both! science! and! technology! contribute! to! the! commercialisation! of!
products!by!playing!a!different!role.!Patenting!strategies!not!only!force!the!




With! such! an! understanding! of! the! segmentation! of! technology!
development! stages,! one! way! to! ensure! that! patents! will! not! impair!
science! contribution! is! therefore! to! make! sure! that! the! fundamental!




this! has! been! taken! care! of! in!many! current! Patent! Acts! across! nations.!
Many!governments!are!also!in!the!process!to!further!refine!the!patentable!
subject!matter,!such!as!in!the!case!of!software!and!business!patents.!Once!
this! segmentation! of! technology! development! stages! is! clear,! the! ecoS!
system! for! product! commercialisation! is! more! harmonised.! More!
entrepreneurs! can! come! into! the! ecosystem.! In! effect,! all! roads! lead! to!
Rome.! Companies! can! have! various! manufacturing! processes! to!
implement!the!science.!Entrepreneurs!can!contribute!the!building!of!roads!




and! patent! applications,! it! can! be! concluded! that! Universities! tend! to!










it! can! be! seen! that! companies! choose! the! channel! of! communication! of!
their! research! results! according! to! the! maturity! and! nature! of! the!
technology.! In! Murata’s! case,! even! though! the! author! who! published!
papers! in!one!research!field,!he!had!patent!applications! in!those!years!at!










This! module! is! a! followSup! from! patent! search.! While! having!
comprehensive! search! scheme! serves! the! due! diligence! purpose! to!
mitigate! the! legal! risks,! this! module! is! targeted! at! mitigating! the!
technological! and! commercial! risks! through!data!extraction!and!analysis.!
Effective! patent! analysis! will! ensure! that! the! results! from! the! patent!
search! module! to! be! utilised! maximally.! The! results! from! such! patent!
analysis! can! be! used! for! competitor! monitoring,! technology! assessment!
and! R&D! portfolio! management! (Ernst,! 1998,! 2003;! Fabry! et! al.,! 2006).!
Patent! analysis! can! also! be! important! in! the! R&D! stage! for! screening!
through! prior! arts! either! to! learn! from! them! or! more! importantly! to!
prevent! potential! future! patent! infringement.! This! due! diligence! in! the!
R&D! stage! could! help! companies! mitigate! the! risk! of! future! patent!
infringement!disputes!by!designing!around!potential!patent! infringement!
or! devising! crossSlicensing! strategies! with! other! firms! in! advance.! In!
addition,! due! diligence! in! R&D! stage! could! also! help! big! corporations! to!
deal!with!threats!from!disruptive! innovations!by!patenting! in!those!areas!
or! looking! out! for! potential! collaborators! to! develop! disruptive!
innovations! together! to! attack! other! competitors! (Lindsay! &! Hopkins,!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15!Part! of! this! chapter!was! published! in! Proceedings! of! 2nd! International!




2010).! ! On! the! other! hand,! due! diligence! can! also! help! companies! that!
engage! in! disruptive! innovation! to! first! file! patents! that! can! protect!





Current! research! on! patent! management! focuses! a! lot! on! quantitative!
analysis! to! get! an! overview! of! the! trend.! Techniques! utilizing! the!
qualitative!information!of!patents!are!still!at!its!infancy.!This!information!is,!
however,! necessary! to! extract! valuable! technology! trends! that! R&D!
managers! are! interested! in.! The! aim! of! this! module! is! to! propose! an!
efficient! and! comprehensive!methodology! for! patent! analysis! combining!
both!the!qualitative!and!quantitative!information!of!the!patent!documents.!
Using! the!qualitative! information! identified! for! each!patent! document,! a!
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In! this!module,! a! coding!method!has! been!developed! to! analyse! the! full!
patent! document! of! the! selected! set! of! patents.! This! coding! gives! an!
overview! of! the! contents! of! the! patents.! The! codes! will! be! further!
analysed! and! categorised! into! clusters! of! main! technology,! functions,!
product! features! and! uses.! From! the! patent! coding! analysis,! a! patent!
portfolio!landscape!maps!can!be!generated.!!This!map!can!be!doubled!up!
as! the! technology! road! map! for! R&D! planning! in! formulating! R&D!
strategies!such!as!identifying!the!relevant!patents!for!licensing,!increasing!
the! awareness! of! patent! thickets! and! potential! infringement! areas.!
Existing! patent! landscape!maps! provided! by! commercial! patent! analysis!
software!uses!quantitative!method!of!visualising!the!patent!portfolio!and!
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loses! important! information! relating! to! the! purpose! of! the! invention,!
which!is! important!for!R&D!planning.!Experts!can!extract!the!information!
from! patents! using! qualitative! analysis.! However,! this! method! is! usually!
timeSconsuming!and!very!costly.!Therefore,!this!module!aims!to!propose!a!
method!to!extract!the!technology!and!function!information!inherent!in!the!





case,! the! analysis! of! patent! documents! is! likened! to! analysing! interview!
transcripts.!Researchers!can!obtain!insightful!themes!from!the!interviews.!
In! order! to! obtain! some! statistical! information! for! an! overview! picture,!
coding! the! interview! transcripts! are! used! to! quantify! some! qualitative!





The! coding! scheme! used! in! this! mixSmode! analysis! is! based! on! the!
“Technology!fishbone”!and!“Function!fishbone”!diagrams.!In!addition,!this!
research! proposes! to! add! another! set! of! dimension! to! bridge! product!
descriptions!to!technology.!This!set!of!dimension! is!the!“Product!Feature!
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fishbone”! and! “Use! fishbone”.! These! two! classifications! are! better!
descriptions! for! products.! The! “Technology! fishbone”! and! “Function!








In! each! of! these! dimensions,! the! fishbone! diagrams! were! generated! in!
order!to!subdivide!the!dimensions!into!finer!classes.!Instead!of!predefining!
each! subdivision! at! the! beginning! of! the! analysis,! a! progressive! way! of!
building! up! the! fishbone! diagrams! are! suggested! here.! A! commercial!
mixed! mode! analysis! software! “Dedoose16”! was! used! in! this! thesis! as!
demonstration! to! allow! coding! to! be! done.! There! are! other! available!
software! such! as! “MAXQDA17”! and! “QDA! Miner18”! that! provide! similar!
capability!of!providing!a!platform!for!multiple!coders!to!code!documents.!







a!monthly! subscription!plan! and! its!webSbased!platform! that! allow!cross!
operation!systems!to!use.!
5.2.2. Coding&the&patent&documents&





by!a! fellow!courseSmate!and!me.!Both!are! familiar!with! the! touch!screen!
technology! and! who! were! skilful! in! patent! portfolio! management.! The!
patents!were!read!in!sequence.!I!served!as!the!primary!coder!as!I!have!an!
electrical!engineering!background!and!was!responsible!for!going!through!
the! first! round! of! coding! to! come! up!with! the! first! round! of! codes! and!
codifying! the! patent! documents.! The! second! coder! is! a! qualified! patent!





divided! into! company! level! and! technology! level.! As! the! strength! and!
novelty!of!this!analysis!scheme!is!in!deriving!the!R&D!direction!through!the!
interconnections! between! the! matrices! or! network! of! patents,! only! the!
technology!level!analysis!are!discussed!here.!
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In! addition,! the! relationship!between! the!patents! and! the! corresponding!
codes!were!analysed!using!existing!matrix!tools!in!order!to!generate!a!tool!
for! technology! roadSmapping! and! patent! strategies! formulation.! The!








The!dataset!used! in! this! research! includes! the! last!5! years!of!US!granted!
utility! patents! from! 1st! Jan! 2007! to! 31st! Dec! 2012.! Analysed! patents!were!
limited! to! these!5! years!of!granted!patents!because! technology! took!off!




filed! patents! before! 2007.! By! analysing! the! granted! patents! from! 2007!
onwards,!one!can!capture!such!patents!that!have!then!been!granted!and!
could! be! in! force! for! future! litigation! purposes! should! there! be!
infringement.!!
Keywords! that! describe! both! the! touch! screen! and! the! components! in!
touch! screen! system! were! used! to! search! for! the! set! of! patents! to! be!
analysed.! Although! there! are! many! criticisms! regarding! relying! on!
keywords! as! the! searching! criteria! (David!Hunt,! 2007),! it! is! adequate! for!
this!case!because!the!aim!of!analysing!this!set!of!patents!is!to!find!out!the!
distribution! of! the! technology! focus! and! to! zoom! down! on! areas! of!
interest!to!do!further!analysis!for!patenting!strategies.!As!the!purpose!of!
the! patent! search! in! this! session! is! a! background! understanding! of! the!
general! landscape! of! the! technology,! such! keyword! search! is! sufficient.!
The! total! number!of!patents! searched! is! 1160.!After! some! screening,!818!











touchSsensing! or! (touch! adj! sensing)! or! mutiStouch! or!
multitouch! or! touchSsensor! or! touch)! adj2! (display! or!
panel! or! sensor! or! controller! or! system! or! circuitry! or!
control! or! (Data! adj! I/O)! or! (data! adj! processing)! or!






After! codifying! the! 818! patents,! 600! over! codes! have! been! identified!
altogether! in! the!4!dimensions.!These!codes!were! then! further! clustered!




patents! are! related! to! detection! technique! and! software! methods! of!
achieving! some! functions.! The! most! desirable! functions! of! these!
technology! are! improving! the! user! experience! and! in! particular,! the!
operational!enhancement.!!
With! regards! to! the! Product! Feature! and! Use! dimensions,! many! of! the!
product!features!are!related!to!accepting!some!forms!of!touch!and!some!











Technology& Function& Product&Feature& Use&
Assembly! 66! Operational!
Enhancement!
162! Accepting!touch! 222! Operation! 28!
Electrical!circuits! 116! Quality!
Enhancement!
175! Text! 80! Display! 113!
Mechanical!parts! 71! User! Experience!
Enhancement!












51! Navigation! 12! Touch! 125!
Computation! 76! Additional!
Functions!
64! Selection! 64! Measurement! 27!
Methods! 186! Cost! 75! Management! 48! Editing! 12!
!! !! !! !! Display! 110! User!
Experience!
90!
!! !! !! !! Automotive! 11! Touch! screen!
assembly!
161!
!! !! !! !! Soft! Functional!
Features!
7! Input! 115!
!! !! !! !! Detection! 19! Capture!Image! 5!
!! !! !! !! Physical! Function!
Features!
144! Management! 15!
!! !! !! !! Components! 39! Security! 15!
!! !! !! !! Music! 5! Entertainment! 29!
!! !! !! !! User! experience!
Features!
2! Other!Uses! 11!
!! !! !! !! NonStextual!
inputs!
5! !! !!






Based! on! the! coding! exercise! above,! the! Technology\Function! Matrix,!
Function\Uses!Matrix!and!Uses\Product!Feature!Matrix!were!tabulated!as!
below.!The!matrices!below!only! show!the! first! level! classification.!As! the!
number! of! second! level! classifications! is!more,! it! will! not! be! sensible! to!
show! the! full! matrix! here.! However,! in! the! later! analysis,! these! second!
level!classifications!will!be!used!and! illustrate! in! trenches! later.! ! In!Figure!





The! Function\Uses! Matrix! is! represented! in! Figure! 5S5.! The! xSaxis!
represents! the! Functions! and! the! ySaxis! represents! the! Uses.! The!













the! company! through! patent! data.! In! order! to! identify! the! profitable!
technology! for! the! R&D! team! to! embark! on,! the! linkage! between! the!
technology! and! product! needs! to! be! established! first.! The! degree! of!
difficulty!in!achieving!this!depends!on!the!stage!of!that!technology!in!the!
technology!life!cycle.!For!technologies!that!are!more!mature,!the!link!with!
product! is! closer! and! easier! to! identify.! Using! the! patent! classification!
methods! introduced! in! this! module,! such! mature! technologies! that! are!
desirable! could! be! identified.! For! technologies! that! belong! to! the! preS
mature! stage,! although! the! potential! product! that! it! may! eventually! be!
implemented!in!may!not!be!clear!and!so!the!patent!drafter!would!not!have!
put! this! into! the! patent! document,! it! is! still! possible! to! check! out! the!
application!areas!in!the!patent!documents.!!
This! tool! is! to! be! combined! with! market! information! such! as! the! hot!




or! industry! guru! analysis.! In! this! thesis,! the! product! feature! chosen! is!
“tactile!outputs”!as!shown!in!Figure!5S7.!This!chart!shows!the!various!types!
of!product!features!coded!for!the!patent!documents.!The!size!of!the!pie!is!








The! identified!product! feature! from!market! information! is! then! linked! to!










the!Function\Uses!matrix!would! lead! to! the!Functions! that! such!uses!are!










From! the! Technology\Function! matrix,! the! desirable! technologies! that!
correspond! to! the! identified! functions! can! be! determined.! In! this! case,!
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detection! techniques! such! as! capacitances,! crossScoupling! technologies!
are! among! the!majority.! This! is! followed! by! voltage! different! and! signal!
control! techniques! as! shown! in! Figure! 5S11.! The! R&D! direction! of! the!






In! this!module,! the!patenting!direction! is! identified!through!effective!use!
of! patent! analysis.! Instead! of! a! broad! quantitative! overview! that! much!
patent!analytic! software!provides,! this!method!provides!an!efficient!way!
of!coding!the!patents!and! linking!the!codes!through!matrices!to!draw!up!
the! link! between! products! and! technologies.! For! most! companies,! the!
linkage! between! products! and! their! technologies! is! the!most! highly! sort!
after.! This! is!because!not!only! can! this!point!out! the!direction!of!R&D,! it!
can!also!identify!potential!licensees!for!the!company’s!patents.!!




desirable.! Using! the! mixedSmode! methods,! this! module! presented! a!
methodology! to! develop! technology! roadmaps! for! R&D! managers! to!
understand! the! technology! trend.! This!methodology! can!be!extended! to!
include!nonSpatent! literature! and! citations!of! the! selected!patents! in! the!
future.!!
The!previous!module!draws!additional!information!from!journal!data.!This!
module! draws! market! information! and! integrates! that! with! the! patent!
portfolio.! For! many! companies! that! do! their! own! patent! analysis,! they!
would!classify!their!patents!according!to!their!internal!classification!codes.!




the! large! quantity! of! patent! documents.! Existing! patent! analysis! tools!
make!use!of!the!quantitative!information!of!patent!documents!such!as!the!
Assignees,! the! patent! filing! date,! the! number! of! citations! or! some!












In! this! part,! the! focus!will! be! shifted! to! strategies! that! help!maximising!
profits! through! an! integrative! analysis! of! the! patent! landscape.! The!
outcomes! in! the! activities! modules! of! maximising! costs! are! generating!
macroscopic! and!microscopic! strategies! that! go! inSline!with! the! industry!
trends! and! company’s! overall! strategies! from! external! and! internal!
environment!and! information.! In!deriving!the!macroscopic!strategies,!the!
system! based! on! analysing! the! technology! life! cycle! and! value! chain! to!
tackle!the!technological!and!commercial!risks!respectively.!This!provides!a!
positioning! for! the!company.!For!each!broad!stage! in! the! technology! life!
cycle!and!each!segment!in!the!value!chain,!depending!on!the!types!of!the!
company,!there!are!various!recommended!strategies.!!
After! the! positioning! and! deriving! the! macroscopic! strategies! of! the!
company! along! TLC! and! value! chain,! the! precise! and! detailed! execution!
plan! is! described! in! the! later! two! modules! of! analysing! the! internal!
environment!and!deriving!microscopic!strategies.!!
The!strategies!based!on!technology!power!are!mainly!focused!on!deriving!
the! technology! and! licensing! strategies.! They! are! fineStuned! to! best! suit!
the!bargaining!power!of!the!company.!!
The! final! module! provides! a! guideline! on! the! considerations! that!







maximising! profits! are! shown! in! Part! IIB! Figure! 0S1.! The! relationship!











6. Technology& Strategies& with& Technology& Life& Cycle&
(Technological)19&
6.1. Introduction&
From! Part! II! A,! through! the! patent! search! and! classifications,! the!
interested! technology! for! next! R&D! development! would! have! been!
identified.! This! module! analyses! the! external! environment! that! such!
technology! is! subject! to!and!define!a! framework!of!strategic!approaches!
for! each! stage! in! the! technology! life! cycle! in! order! to! mitigate! the!









can!be!derived.! The! first! part!of! this! chapter! focuses!on! formulating! the!
framework!through!case!analysis!of!the!patent!portfolios!of!these!various!
cloudScomputing! companies.! The! second!part!of! this! chapter!exemplifies!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
19!Part!of!this!chapter!was!presented!at!Portland!International!Conference!








commonly! known! 6! patenting! strategies! from! Granstrand! (1999a)! along!









According! to! Granstrand! (1999a),! adShoc! blocking! and! inventing! around!
are!the!results!from!small!resources;!strategic!patent!searching!is!the!case!
when!a!single!patent!has!a!large!blocking!power!for!doing!business!within!
a! specific! product! area;! blanketing! and! flooding! are! strategies! that!
systematically! but! less! structurally! mine! the! ! patent! landscape,! which!
creates! the! possibilities! to! take! out! minor! inventions;! fencing! blocks! a!
certain!line!of!R&D!using!a!series!of!patents;!surrounding!uses!a!group!of!
patents! that! maybe! unimportant! individually! but! may! block! some!
commercial! implementation! of! the! key! patents! owned! by! others;!
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combination!is!a!careful!planning!and!building!up!of!patent!portfolio!that!
can! eventually! strengthen! the! overall! protection! and! increase! the!
bargaining!power!of!the!company.!!
In! this! thesis,! such! patenting! strategies! are! manifested! using! patent!
classifications.!It!will!be!helpful!to!include!the!following!structure!hierarchy!














Essentially,! ad4hoc& blocking& and& inventing& around& strategies! are! results!
from! small! resources.! This! is! manifested! in! companies! filing! in! various!
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neighbouring!CPC!group!but!all!under!a!major!subclass.!This!is!contrasted!
by! strategic& patent& searching& strategy! where! the! patent! filing! is! very!








In! contrast! to! fencing,! blanketing& and& flooding& are! strategies! that!
systematically! but! less! structurally! mine! the! patent! landscape,! which!
creates!the!possibilities!to!take!out!minor!inventions.!This!is!manifested!in!
companies! filing! in! various! main! groups! or! subgroups! in! several! key!
subclasses.!!
For! surrounding& strategy,! a! group! of! patents! that! may! be! unimportant!
individually! but! may! block! some! commercial! implementation! of! the! key!
patents! owned! by! others.! This! is!manifested! by! a! company! filing! almost!
evenly!in!various!subgroups!under!the!same!subclass.!!
Combination& is!a!careful!planning!and!building!up!of!patent!portfolio!that!
can! eventually! strengthen! the! overall! protection! and! increase! the!
bargaining! power! of! the! company.! In! terms! of! manifestation! in! patent!
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portfolios,! they!are! results!of! combining!any!of! the!above! five!patenting!
strategies.!!
Existing! literature!on!IP!strategies!as!mentioned!in!Part! I!always!focus!on!
deriving! new! strategies! but! neglected! the! importance! of! having! an!
overview!for!application!of! the!various!strategies!under!context.! It! is! the!
objective! of! this! and! the! next! few!modules! to! address! this! gap.! In! this!
module,!these!six!strategies!are!mapped!onto!the!technology!life!cycle.!In!
the!next!module,!other!strategies!that!are!application!for!value!chain!will!
be! mapped! on! the! value! chain.! The! process! flow! of! analysing! the!








Napster! and! the! launch! of! Amazon! Web! Services.! Cloud! computing!
originated!from!the!idea!of!an!"intergalactic!computer!network"!that!was!
introduced!in!the!sixties!by!J.C.R.!Licklider.!He!was!responsible!for!enabling!
the! development! of! ARPANET! (Advanced! Research! Projects! Agency!
Network)! in! 1969! (Mohamed,! 2009).! However,! some! experts! in! cloud!
computing! attribute! the! cloudScomputing! concept! to! the! computer!
scientist! John! McCarthy.! He! proposed! the! idea! of! computation! being!
delivered!as!a!public!utility,!similar!to!the!service!bureaus!that!date!back!to!
the! sixties.! The!word! ‘cloud! computing’! was! first! coined! by! Information!
System!Profession!Ramnath!Chellappa!in!1997!(Cantu,!2014).!!
The!next!milestone! for!cloud!computing!was! the! launch!of!Napster! from!
Salesforce.com! that! deliver! enterprise! applications! through! a! simple!
website! in! 1999.!This!was!then!followed!by!Amazon!Web!Services,!which!
launched!the!Amazon!Mechanical!Turk! in!2002.!This!was!a!suite!of!cloudS
based! services! including! storage,! computation! and! even! human!
intelligence!(Salesforce.com,!2011).!Later!in!2006,!Amazon!further!provided!
the! infrastructure! to! make! cloud! computing! further! accessible! by!
launching! its!Elastic!Compute!Cloud!(EC2).! It! is!a!commercial!web!service!
that! allows! small! companies! and! individuals! to! run! their! own! computer!
applications!by!renting!computers!to!them.!
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In! 2009,! Web! 2.0! became! more! popular,! Google,! Microsoft! and! other!
giants! started! to! offer! browserSbased! enterprise! applications,! through!
services!such!as!Google!Apps.!At!this!stage,!virtualisation!technology,!the!
development! of! highSspeed! bandwidth! and! the! evolution! of! universal!









As! understood! from! the! history! of! cloud! computing,! the! first! major!
technology! that! has! enabled! the! cloud! computing! to! flourish! is! the!
development! of! ARPANET.! A! search! of! patents! filed! between! 1960! and!
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2010!that!has!the!words!"Advanced!Research!Projects!Agency!Network"!or!
ARPANET! in! their! descriptions! was! performed.! 1473! patents! were!
identified!from!106!countries!for!analysis!of!the!global!trend!instead!of!just!
patents! issued! in! one! particular! country.! Many! companies! tend! to! file!
patents!in!their!home!country!first.!Therefore!analysing!patents!worldwide!
will! give! a! better! picture! for! patent! filing! trend.! ! The! list! of! countries!
considered!is!shown!in!Appendix!11.!In!order!to!understand!the!technology!
life!cycle!of!the!ARPANET,!a!graph!of!number!of!patents!against!company!
count! was! plotted! as! shown! in! Figure! 6S3.! It! can! be! noticed! that! the!
number! of! companies! researching! in! ARPANET! started! to! increase!
dramatically! from! 1999! to! 2006.! Year! 2002! was! the! peak! in! this!








6S5.! An! early! player! in! this! technology!was! Bell! Laboratories.! It! filed! the!
majority!of!the!patents!in!early!1990s.!However,! its!development!was!not!
as!strong!as!the!latecomers.!Today,!Bell!Lab!is!no!longer!in!the!value!chain!
of! cloud! computing.! The! relative! latecomers! at! that! time! were! Verizon,!
HewlettSPackard! (HP)! and! IBM.! Most! of! Bell’s! and! AT&T’s! ASPANET!
patents!are!under!Verizon!Patent!Licensing!Inc.!now,!Verizon,!HP!and!IBM!
are!still!incumbents!in!providing!the!network!facilities!for!cloud!computing!
nowadays.! From! the! chart! of! company! trend! for! ARPANET,! Palto! Alto!
came!into!this!area!only!after!the!others,!a!further!check!on!this!company’s!













Verizon’s! and!AT&T’s! patent! portfolio.! For! example,! Palto!Alto’s! patents!
are! in! CPC! H04L! 45/00! (Routing! Or! Path! Finding! Of! Packets! In! Data!
Switching! Networks),! H04L! 67/32! (for! scheduling! or! organising! the!
servicing! of! application! requests,! e.g.! requests! for! application! data!
transmissions! involving! the! analysis! and! optimisation! of! the! required!
network! resources)! and! H04L! 65/10! (Signalling! for! real! time!
communications).!!These!are!the!areas!of!modern!cloud!computing.!On!the!
other! hand,! Verizon’s! patent! portfolio! is! in! the! original! ARPANET!






6S8.! Its! patenting! strategy! can! be! termed! as! ad! hoc! blocking,! inventing!
around! the! incumbents’! patent! portfolios.! In! addition,! Figure! 6S9! and!
Figure! 6S10! show! that! Bell,! AT&T! and! Verizon! together! have! filed! many!
groups!under!the!same!subclass;!whereas!Palo!Alto!has!filed!only!very!few!



















The! second! milestone! in! the! cloud! computing! history! is! the! arrival! of!
Salesforce.com! in! 1999.! Salesforce! pioneered! the! idea! of! delivering!
enterprise! applications! via! a! simple!website.! This! has! paved! the!way! for!
software!firms!to!deliver!applications!over!the!Internet.!Patent!search!was!
focused! on! patents! that! describe! (enterprise! or! corporate)! adjacent!
(application!or!management)!and!have!cloud!computing!CPC!codes!of!the!
following:!!
“G06F! 09/00,! H04L! 67/00,! G06F! 17/00,! H04L! 63/00,! H04L! 29/00,! G06F!
03/00,!G06F!21/00,!H04L!41/00,!G06Q!10/00,!G06F!11/00”!




The! number! of! patent! count! against! the! number! of! companies! for!
Enterprise! Application! Technology! is! shown! in! Figure! 6S11.! The! date!
referred!is!the!application!date.!In!recent!years,!the!number!of!patents!and!










major! competitors! was! Microsoft.! Therefore,! the! patent! portfolios! of!
these! two! companies!were! compared! and! analysed.!With! the! same! CPC!
classifications! and! keywords! above! for! finding! the! patents! related! to!
Enterprise! Application,! and! limiting! the! search! to! only! Salesforce! and!
Microsoft,!the!number!of!patents!searched!belonging!to!Salesforce!is!104!
documents! in! 38! families! worldwide.! For! Microsoft,! the! number! of!
documents! identified! is! 1482! in! 540! families.! The! top! CPC! groups! for!
Salesforce!over!the!years!are!shown!in!Figure!6S12.!The!top!CPC!groups!for!
Microsoft! are! shown! in! Figure! 6S13.! The! overlapping! areas! between! the!
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two! highlight! rectangles! show! the! CPC! groups! that! the! company! was!
focusing!on!at!the!time!when!Salesforce!first!launched!the!Napster!service.!








A! comparison! of! a! level! down! on! the! CPC! codes! of! Salesforce! and!





in! filing! in!H04L! 67/02! (WebSBased! Technology,! E.G.!Hyper! Text! Transfer!
Protocol! [Http])! and! H04L! 67/306! (User! Profiles).! On! the! other! hand,!
Microsoft!has!equal! filing!over!a!broad! range!of!CPC!codes.!Similarly,! for!
the! CPC! codes! G06Q! 10/00! (Systems! Or!Methods! Specially! Adapted! For!
Administration;! Management),! Salesforce! strategically! focused! on! G06F!
10/10! (Office! Automation),! G06Q! 50/01! (Social! Networking),! G06Q! 10/101!
(Collaborative! creation! of! products! or! services),! G06Q! 30/02! (Market!
Research!and!Analysis).!Salesforce’s!portfolios!are!bigger!than!Microsoft!in!









Compute! (EC2)! by! Amazon.! This! service! is! the! central! part! of! Amazon’s!
Web! Services! that! provide! a! cloudScomputing! platform.! Amazon! Web!
Services! (AWS)! is! a! collection! of! remote! computing! services! (also! called!
web!services)!that!form!a!cloudScomputing!platform.!AWS!provides!online!
services! for! other! websites! or! clientSside! applications! that! are! not! seen!
directly! by! end! users.! These! services! are! functionalities! that! other!





classifications,! this! results! in! 3159! granted! patents! in! US.! The! graph! of!
patent!counts!against!company!count! is! shown! in!Figure!6S16.!The!graph!








In!order! to!understand! the! filing! strategies! from! the! companies! that! are!
producing! products! in! this! technology,! the! key! players! were! selected:!
Amazon,!Microsoft! and! Internap.!Microsoft! has! a! competing! product! of!
Microsoft! Azure! serving! as! virtual! machine! in! the! cloud! platform.! Both!
Amazon!and!Microsoft!are!incumbents.!Internap!is!a!latecomer!in!this!area!
with! smaller! patent! portfolio.! In! order! to! understand! the! full! cloud!
computing!patent!portfolios!of!these!companies,!the!search!string!for!this!
technology! consists! of! the! patent! portfolios! with! the! restricted!




2,048!documents! in!806!families!worldwide.! !For!Microsoft,! the!resulting!
number!of!patents!is!71,929!documents!in!19,664!families.!Internap!on!the!
other!hand,!has!51!documents!in!8!families.!!
Figure! 6S17! shows! the! patent! portfolios! distributions! of! these! three!
companies.! The! patent! portfolios! of! Amazon! and! Microsoft! are! very!
diverse.! Other! than! the! key! subSgroup! G06F! 17/00,! which! describes! the!
digital!computing!or!data!processing!method,!both!Microsoft!and!Amazon!
have! a! diverse! filing! of! other! sub! CPC! classes! (G06Q,! H04L,! Y10S).! For!
Internap,!all!the!subgroups!that!it!has!filed!are!in!H04L,!which!is!related!to!
the!transmission!of!digital!information.!!!Comparing!the!pattern!of!patent!
portfolios! between! the! incumbents! Amazon,! Microsoft,! and! that! of!













developing! technology! of! their! Elastic! Cloud! 2! and!Microsoft! Azure,! the!
CPC! subSgroup! G06F! 17/00! on! digital! computing! or! data! processing!
equipment! was! investigated.! Within! this! CPC! subSgroup,! the! main!






























Amazon! and! Microsoft! also! demonstrated! their! evolving! patenting!
strategies! over! the! years.! Both! companies! filed! patents! in! the! data!
processing,! database! and! file! management! areas! in! the! 90s! and! early!
2000s.! However,! their! filing! directions! started! to! change! to! Network!
Applications!as!the!development!of!the!third!milestone!in!cloud!computing!
S! virtual! computers! technology,! started! to! take!off.! ! There! is!a! clear! shift!
that! their! patent! filing! focus! has! shifted! from! infrastructure,!which! is! an!
upstream! technology,! to! system! integration,! which! is! a! downstream!
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technology.!For!Amazon,!one!of!its!core!businesses!is!in!E!Commerce!and!it!






In! contrast! to! the! strategic! and! fencing! patenting! strategies! of! Amazon!
and!Microsoft,! Internap’s! patenting! strategy!over! the! year! is! remarkably!
different.! Internap! focuses! on! developing! the! core! technologies! in!
network! specific! arrangement! in! H04L! 67/00! and! G06F! 17/00! that! it! has!
started!since!early!2000s.!In!recent!years,!it!started!to!file!patents!in!some!
surrounding!technologies!such!as! interface!arrangements!for!transferring!
data,! systems! for! specific! business! sectors! and!network! security! in!G06F!
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8/00,! G06Q! 50/00! and! G06F! 3/00! respectively.! In! addition,! it! has! also!
become! active! in! some! interface! technologies! such! as! arrangement! for!
































These! strategies! can! be! broadly! categorised! into! defensive,! proprietary!
and! leveraging! strategies.! At! the! emerging! stage! of! the! technology! life!
cycle,! the! strategies! used! are! usually! towards! defensive! nature! because!
they!are!not!yet!ready!to!be!commercialised!extensively!and!there!are!still!
a!lot!of!uncertainties.!For!incumbents!with!a!bit!more!resources,!they!will!






occupied!by!the! incumbents.!However,! the!key!patenting!direction! is!not!
clear!for!both!incumbents!and!latecomers.!!
At! the! development! stage,! companies! start! to! identify! the! direction! to!









can! file! more! specifically! in! those! areas,! hence! the! strategic! patent!
strategy.!For!both!incumbents!and!latecomers,!their!patent!portfolios!are!
shaped!into!the!company’s!identity.!!
When! the! technology! becomes! more! mature,! companies! have! already!
built!up!a!substantial!amount!of!research!results!and!patents.!At!this!stage,!
companies! have! more! bullets! to! leverage! on! the! values! of! these!
accumulated!assets.!Therefore,!leveraging!patenting!strategies!will!result.!
For! incumbents,! since! they!have!already!built!up!a! large!patent!portfolio!
over!the!years,!they!tend!to!make!use!of!their!patent!portfolios!in!multiple!
combinations.!Their!patenting!patterns!are!more!diverse!and!complicated.!












Examples! Strategies! Incumbents! Latecomers!







Mature! EC2! Leveraging! Combination! Surrounding!
!
6.4. Benefits&of&the&framework&
Having! this!module! in! the! risk!management! system!helps! to! understand!
the!external!environment! in!which!the!R&D!is!under!and!better!positions!
the! company.! Going! through! the! external! environment! overview! helps!
companies! to!derive!macroscopic!strategies! that!serve!as! the! foundation!
for!other!microscopic!strategies.!!
Co4opetitive&relationships&between&incumbents&and&SMEs&&
Considering! the! technology! life! cycle! and! positioning! the! company! in! it!
also! helps! companies! to! derive! strategies! that! better! leverage! on!
collaboration! opportunities! with! other! players.! Latecomers! can!
understand! the! key! technology! areas! and! the! patent! portfolios! of! the!
incumbents! through! analysing! the! technology! life! cycle.! With! that!
information,! they! can! strategically! spend! their! patent! filing! resources! to!
provide!a!complementary!addition!to!the!whole!patent!landscape.!!
This!in!a!way!is!an!opportunistic!approach.!They!can!now!have!the!option!
to! monetise! the! IP! directly,! not! necessarily! through! product!
commercialisation.!However,! in!the!context!of!product!development,! the!
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role! of! the! smaller! companies! is! to! build! up! the! “infrastructure”! to!
commercialise!the!final!products.!If!one!looks!at!the!product!development!
as!a!full!process,!different!companies,!big!and!small,!come!together!to!coS
develop! the! product,! perhaps! not! the! same! technology! though.! The!
common! goal! is! the! product.! The! smaller! company! get! the! rewards!





cloud! computing! industry! and! pushing! it! to! the! next! milestone.! In! the!
cloud!computing!industry!development,!an!upstream!player!can!reach!the!
end!consumers!through!a! less!complicated!route!by!providing!storage!to!
customers.! It! can! also! develop! products! that! help! other! companies! to!
further!develop!applications!to!solve!the!various!needs!in!the!market.!!
Each!milestone! is! like!a!main!branch! in!a! tree!on!which!smaller!branches!
can!spout!out.!In!this!case,!there!is!not!much!early!mover!advantage!in!this!
cloud! computing! industry.! In! contrast,! every! milestone! provides! the!
opportunities! for! expanding! the! addressable! market! and! moving! the!
profits! in! the! value! network! towards! the! downstream! segment.! Among!
the! incumbents,! there! may! be! competitions.! However,! among! the!






involving! smaller! companies! would! take! place.! This! in! turn! encourages!
entrepreneurship.!Eventually,!any!participant!who!wants!to!contribute!to!
the! product! development! can! find! a! way! to! recoup! back! the! resources!
spent.! It! may! be! true! that! the! patents! may! not! attract! venture! capital!
funding! (Hoenig!&!Henkel,! 2014;!Mann!&!Sager,! 2007),!however,!patents!
provide!a!way!for!the!company!to!sell!off!the!assets! in!the!future.! It!also!
opens!up!an!option!for!either!a!new!business!or!at!least!to!reduce!losses.!
This! is! the! case! when! the! multinational! telecommunications! and! data!
networking! equipment! manufacturer! Nortel! went! bankrupt! and! sold! its!
patent!portfolio!in!a!USD!4.5!billion!deal!to!a!consortium!made!up!of!Apple,!
Microsoft,!Blackberry,!Ericsson!and!Sony20.!!
Besides! being! acquired! as! the! developed! technology! to! build! up! the!
product,! by! strategically! patenting! around! the! key! technology! used! by!
incumbent! companies,! smaller! companies! can! still! play! a! part! in! coS!









approach!of! licensing! through! initiating! litigation! is!not!very!effective! for!
them.! Very! often,! the! licensing! deals! from! smaller! companies! would!
involve! technology! transfer! agreements.! There!will! be! a! period! for! such!
technology!transfer!to!be!completed.!In!the!process,!some!new!ideas!may!
come!out!because!new!problems!appear!in!the!implementation!process.!In!
this! case,! the! smaller! company!will! then! coSdevelop!with! the! incumbent.!
Ultimately,! whether! the! newly! generated! IP! would! belong! to! the!
incumbent! or! the! smaller! player,! it! depends! on! the! licensing! contract!
governing! improved! technology.! Anyway,! in! this! way,! coSdevelopment!





In! this! chapter,! the! incumbents! and! the! latecomers! are! using! different!
patenting! strategies! to! survive! in! the! evolution! of! the! technology.! The!
bigger! companies! such! as! Amazon! and!Microsoft! have! the! resources! to!
apply! for! many! patents! to! flood! the! patent! landscape! to! build! up! their!
patent!portfolios.!The!smaller!companies!such!as!Salesforce!and!Internap!
diversify!their!patent!portfolios!strategically!to!stay! in!the!value!network.!





that! in! the!cloud!computing! technology,! incumbents!and!SMEs!can!be! in!
harmony!because!the!value!network!allows!the!upstream!players!to!reach!
the!consumer!directly.!It!also!has!the!option!to!coSoperate!with!the!SMEs!
to! extend! the! value! chain! and! increase! the! value! network.! Prompt!
responses! and! corresponding! strategies! from! both! incumbents! and!
latecomers!are!possible!only!because!one!can!understand!the!evolution!of!








This!module! is! the! second! part! in! analysing! the! external! environment! in!
order! to! mitigate! the! commercial! risks.! In! the! previous! module,! the!
strategies!are!drawn!on!a!technology! level.! In!this!module,!the!strategies!
are! drawn!on! an! industry! level.! In!mitigating! the! commercial! risks,!more!
exploitative! strategies! need! to! be! considered.! The! common! patent!
exploitation!modes!are!through!licensing!and!litigation.!There!are!differing!
nature! of! licensing! and! litigation.! This! chapter! derives! these! exploitation!
approaches!based!on!the!LED!industry.!!
7.2. Formulating&the&Framework&
The! theoretic! framework! of! this! module! is! based! on! the! desire! to!
understand! the! nature! of! licensing! and! litigation! strategies! among! the!
upstream,!midstream!and!downstream!players!along!the!value!chain!in!the!
industry.! The! process! flow!of! analysing! the!macroscopic! environment! of!
value! chain! and! deriving! the! corresponding! strategies! are! illustrated! in!
Figure!7S1.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
21Part! of! this! chapter! was! presented! at! 21ST! International! Product!
Development! Management! Conference! [EIASM! 2014],! Limerick,! Ireland,!




Technology!Annual! Conference! 2014! [IAMOT! 2014],!Washington!DC,!May!








The!first! industrially!produced!red!LED!entered!the!market! in!1962.! In!the!
1970s,!other!colours!of!LED!emerged.!Their!performance!and!effectiveness!
continued! to! improve.!The! first!blue!LED!and!shortly! later! the!white!LED!
were!developed!and! launched! in!market! in! 1990s.!Then! in!2006,! the! first!
LED!with! 100! lumens!per!watt!was!produced.!This!efficiency! can!only!be!
outmatched!by!gas!discharge!lamps.!For!many!big!companies!with!various!
sectors! of! focus,! they! take! part! in! a! new! industry! by! developing! the!
upstream! technology.! Usually! these! developments! were! the! results! of!
many!universities!and!big!corporations.!Examples!of!key!incumbents!in!the!
LED! industry! are!Nichia,! Philips! and!Osram.!Many!of! these!players! are! in!
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the! upstream.! At! the! beginning! of! the! industry,! the! revenue! was! also!
mainly! resided! in! the! upstream! market.! However,! as! the! upstream!
technology! becomes! more! mature,! the! revenue! begins! to! shift!
downstream.! This! chapter! identifies! information! in! the! publicly! available!
database! to! understand! the! licensing! and! litigation! strategies! of! these!
companies! in!order!to!derive!their!strategies! in!coping!with!the! industrial!
change!in!revenue.!!
LED#value#chain#
In! the! chapter! on! patent! search,! the! general! overview! of! the! LED! value!
chain! and! its! major! players! were! presented.! In! order! to! understand! the!
interplay! between! the! various! players,! the! value! chain! is! dissected! in!





In! the! figure,! the! upstream,!midstream! and! downstream! products! were!
identified.! In! the! upstream! sector,! the! major! components! are! the! LED!
chips,! LED!wafers! and! packaged! LEDs.! The! chip! consists! of! active! layers!










Finally! in!the!downstream!sector!are!the! lamps!and! lighting!systems.!The!
module! from! the! midstream! is! integrated! with! the! rest! of! the! lighting!
system.! It!generally!consists!of!at! least!one!LED!module,!a!heat!sink,! the!
luminaire!(lighting!fixture)!and!the!control!system.!
Profits#along#the#value#chain#
Profits!mean!everything! to!all! the! companies.!Berman! (2008)!mentioned!
that!in!order!to!derive!IP!strategies!for!the!company,!identifying!the!profit!
pools!(Gilbert,!1998)!along!the!value!chain!is!one!of!the!first!step!towards!
deriving! successful! strategies.!At! the!moment,! the!profits! in! the! industry!
are!in!the!upstream.!However,!as!predicted!by!a!couple!of!industry!reports!
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(McKinsey! &! Company,! 2012;! Yole! Development,! 2012),! profits! in! the!
upstream!will!decrease!and!in!the!downstream!will! increase.!This!trend!is!
shown! in! Figure! 7S3.! In! the!epi/chip! segment,!one!or! two!big!players! are!






On!the!other!hand,! the!driver/optics!segment! is!predicted!to!maintain! its!
status! quo! because! of! the! contradicting! effects! of! growing! trend! of!
integration! into! modules! and! the! potential! differentiation! through!
including! driver! and! optics! in! the! module! step.! In! the! downstream,!
because! of! the! expanding! variety! of! applications! and! solutions! and! the!










the!collaborations!among!players! in! the!value!chain.!Philips! is!one!of! the!
early! players! in! this! LED! industry! and! has! developed! a! large! patent!
portfolio! in!the!upstream.! In! !2010,!Philips! initiated!the!Zhaga!consortium!
to!develop!standard!specifications!for!the!interfaces!of!LED!light!engines.!
It! is! stated! that! Zhaga! is! “will! prevent! market! fragmentation! into!
incompatible!products”,!“increase!the!confidence!to!specify!and!purchase!
LED! products! that!will! be! easily! replaceable! and! commercially! available”!
and! “foster! innovation! and! competition! in! the! application! of! LED!
lighting.” 23 !Zhaga! describes! the! mechanical,! thermal,! electrical! and!
photometric! interfaces!of! the! LED! light! engine.! This! allows! the! LED! light!







developments.! They! also! agree! to! share! cost! and! benefits! in! prorated!
manner! should! the! Steering! Committee! decides! to! initiate! legal!
proceedings!against!third!party!in!relation!to!activities!of!the!Consortium.!
The#use#of#Zhaga#Consortium#
What! is! the! real!use!of! the!Zhaga!consortium?!Why!would!Philips! initiate!
such! a! program?! What! benefits! does! Philips! have! in! initiating! such! a!
program?!What! are! the! benefits! for! players! joining! the! program?! Should!
other!LED!players!join!this!program?!This!chapter!aims!to!explore!the!use!
of! this! program! and! derive! the! evolving! patenting! and! exploitation!
strategies! used! by! Philips! and! other! vertically! integrated! companies! in!




chain! by! setting! up! lowScost! standards! to! control! the! interface! between!
the!various!segments!in!the!value!chain.!The!standard!closes!the!chasm!to!
allow!traditionally!upstream!companies!to!move!towards!the!downstream!
which! has! now!become! fragmented! and! difficult! to! create! a! dominating!












Philips! Lighting! is! one! of! its! three! main! divisions.! It! is! the! largest!



















value! chain! just! like! many! incumbents! who! are! vertically! integrated.!
Besides!producing! its! own!products,! Philips’! licensing!department! is! also!
very! active.! Philips! runs!61! licensing!programs!as!of!9th!October! 2014.! Its!
LEDSlicensing!program!offers!over!200!patents!for!licensing.!Although!the!
program!is!called!the!LED!luminaries!and!Retrofit!Bulbs!Licensing!Program,!
there! are! patents! that! can! be! related! to! the! upstream! technologies.! An!
analysis!as!shown!in!Figure!7S5!on!the!patents!in!the!program!based!on!the!
criteria!set!forth!in!analysing!patents!along!the!LED!value!chain.!The!figure!
shows! that! there! are! 54%! upstream!patents,! 23%!midstream!patents! and!
23%! downstream! patents.! Upstream! patents! dominate.! If! a! potential!
licensee! designs! downstream! products! that! uses! Philips’! patents,! they!
need! to! license! from! Philips.! However,! if! the! licensee! uses! midstream!
products! (which! include! the! upstream! and! midstream! patents)! from!
qualified!suppliers! in!their!designs!or!manufacturing,!they!do!not!need!to!
pay! royalties! to! Philips.! This! in! turn! allow! Philips! to! control! the! whole!
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upstream,!midstream!and!downstream!to!be!streamlined!to!Philips’!or! its!
group! of! qualified! suppliers’! technologies.! If! the! design! house! or!
manufacturer! licenses! Philips’! downstream! technology,! it! is! essentially!
licensing!Philips’!upstream!and!midstream!technologies.!This!indicates!that!
Philips! tries! to! cash! in! from! its! proprietary! technologies! by! implicitly!
licensing!these!patents!to!third!parties.!In!sum,!although!Philips!has!more!
upstream!patents,! it! licenses!mainly! its!upstream!and!midstream!patents!
to!downstream!manufacturers!as!shown!in!Figure!7S6.!
!











purchased! Canada's! TIR! Systems! Ltd.,! which! was! founded! in! 1982! and!
specializes! in! white! lightSproducing! LED! modules.! Then! in! 2007,! Philips!
acquired!Color!Kinetics,!which!is!strong!in!lighting!modules.!It!was!founded!
in! 1997.! With! these! two! acquisitions,! Philips! “puts! the! two! leaders! in!
lighting! modules! under! the! Philips! banner”,! commented! by! Thomas!
Griffiths,!publisher/managing!editor!of!Solid+State+Lighting+Design,!an!online!
content!provider!that!focuses!on!the!SSL!market.!!
Color! Kinetics! is! a! latecomer! but! in! ten! years’! time,! it! has! built! up! a!






Similar! to! Philips,! Osram! is! also! a! vertically! integrated! incumbent! in! LED!
upstream!and!midstream.!However,!Osram!is!specialised!in!lighting!and!is!a!
worldSleading! lighting!manufacturer.!OSRAM!was! founded! in! 1919!by! the!
merger! of! the! lighting! businesses! of! Auergesellschaft,! Siemens!&!Halske!
and! Allgemeine! ElektrizitätsSGesellschaft! (AEG).! On! 5! July! 2013,! OSRAM!











modules! to! fill! up! the! missing! link! essential! to! the! maturity! of! SSL!
components! business.! There! is! no! royalty! fee! charged! for! the! use! of!
LEDset! 2nd! Generation! electrical! interface! (including! the! LEDset! logo’s!
rights!of!use!and!specification)!by!LED!modules!makers.!Its!aim!is!to!enable!
the! largest! possible! adoption.! For! its! LED! control! gears,! it! offers! a! small!
startSup! charge.! Royalty! fees! apply! for! this! electrical! interface! by! LED!
control! gears! makers! for! LEDset! logo’s! rights! of! use,! rights! of! use! for!
certain!IP,!design!support!and!assistance!for!compliance!to!specification!in!













Nichia! is! a! Japanese! company! founded! in! 1956.! It! is! strong! in! the!
manufacturing!and!distribution!of!phosphors.!It! is!the!largest!suppliers!of!
LEDs.! The! winners! of! Nobel! Prize! for! Physics,! Isamu! Akasaki,! Hiroshi!
Amano!and!Shuji!Nakamura,!were!working!for!Nichia!when!they!invented!
the!blue!LEDs.!This! invention! is!a!major!milestone!for!today’s!white!LEDs!







There! is! no!organised! licensing!program! from!Nichia.! In! fact,! it! has!been!
declared! in! its!website! about!Nichia’s! stand! on! Intellectual! Property26.! It!
stated! that,! “Income! and! expenditure! solely! related! to! intellectual!
property!are!not!important,!and!intellectual!property!itself!should!not!be!a!
subject! of! trading.”! Nichia! further! mentioned! that! they! “utilize! the!
intellectual! property! rights! system! in! order! to! differentiate! Nichia! from!
other! companies!making!use!of!new! technologies! that!we!have! created,!
and!to!prevent!illegal!imitation.”!Nichia!does!not!explicitly!license!out!the!
blue! LED! technology! to! anyone.! However,! Nichia! does! license! its! whiteS
LED! technology!and!other! light!LED! technology! to! some!companies!who!
are! not! direct! competitors! but! make! use! of! LED! in! their! products.! For!
example,! in!2002,!Nichia! licensed!out! its!white!LED! technology! to!Citizen!
Electronics,!which!makes!Watches.!!
Nichia!does!also!crossSlicense!its!technology!to!some!LED!developers!and!
manufacturers! if! that! would! reduce! the! threat! of! patent! infringement!
lawsuit! against! each! other.! For! example,! it! signed! a! crossSlicensing!
agreement! in!2002!with!Lumileds! for!LED!technology!to!prevent!the!two!
LED! giants! from! filing! lawsuits! related! to! LED! technology! against! each!
other27.!The!ultimate!purpose!of!the!crossSlicensing!deal! is! to!“accelerate!
the! design! of! more! powerful! LEDs! by! enabling! each! company! to!





thereby! paving! the! way! for! more! rapid! adoption! of! LEDs”.! It! was!
mentioned! that! the! LED! technologies! from! these! two! companies! are! in!
fact! complementary! rather! than! competing.! Therefore,! besides! avoiding!
patent! infringement! lawsuits,! it! also! helps! to! build! up! each! other’s!
capabilities.!!
Other! crossSlicensing! agreements! that! Nichia! has! with! other! major! LED!
developers! such! as! Osram! and! Cree! were! the! solutions! to! patent!
infringement! disputes! among! these! companies.! For! example,! Nichia!
entered!into!a!patent!cross!license!agreement!with!Osram!covering!indium!
gallium!nitride! (InGaN)! semiconductor! and! related!packaging! technology!
in!2002.!That!agreement!resolved!all!pending!patent!disputes!between!the!
two! companies! at! that! time.! Nichia! and! Cree! also! entered! into! a! patent!
cross! license!agreement!as!a!solution!to!settle!the! litigation!between!the!
companies!concerning!gallium!nitrideSbased!optoelectronic!technology.!In!
fact,! this! crossSlicensing! relationship!with!Cree! continued! to!grow!as! the!
two!companies! signed!expanded!crossSlicensing!deals!both! in! 200528!and!
200729!again.!!
In!addition,!Nichia!also!licenses!its!LED!Technology!to!manufacturers!if!that!








Nichia,! licensing! is! used!as! a! tool! to! create! an!environment! for!Nichia! to!
concentrate! on! its! own! LED! R&D! in! order! to! earn! from! its! invention.!
Therefore,! it! uses!mainly! crossSlicensing! that! do! not! earn! profits! directly!
from! the! licensing! deals.! Other! licensing! deals! would! be! to! enable!






Cree! is!based! in!North!Carolina,!US.! It!was! formed! in! 1987!by!a!group!of!
researchers!from!North!Carolina!State!University.!Compared!to!Philips!and!







Cree! does! have! established! licensing! programs.! Each! of! the! licensing!




3S1.! Among! them,! AIN! Substrates,! Ultraviolet! Photodiodes! and! SiC!



























the! value! chain,! although! there! are! slightly!more! focus! on! the! upstream!
with! three! preSdesigned! programs! compared! to! two! for! both! midS! and!
downstream.!!!
For!Cree,!it!does!not!seem!to!have!a!strategic!segregation!on!a!deliberate!
effort! to! restrict! access! to! certain! IP! to! enable! exclusive! use! for! its!
products!(Figure!7S12).!According!to!the!statement!on!its!website,!its!aim!is!









Epistar’s! extensive! patent! portfolio! is! on! ITO! technology,! a! technology!
that! the! founders! developed! when! they! were! still! working! at! Industrial!
Technology!Research!Institute!(ITRI)!in!Taiwan.!A!second!core!technology!











openly! encourage! licensing! out! its! LED! patent! portfolio.! Most! of! the!
licensing!deals!are!cross! licenses!with!companies! for!strategic! reasons!to!
either!end!patent!disputes!or!to!coSdevelop!LED!technology.!For!example,!
it!went! into! cross! licensing!with!Philips! to! end! their! patent! infringement!
cases!in!courts33.!In!2010,!Epistar!signed!an!agreement!with!Toyoda!Gosei!
to! crossSlicense! in! order! to! foster! business! cooperation.! In! 2012,! Epistar!







Recently,! in! 2014,! Epistar! and! Intermolecular! announced! a! multiSyear!
extension! of! their! existing! collaborative! development! program! and!
royaltySbearing!IP!licensing!agreement!to!reduce!the!cost!and!increase!the!
efficiency!of!Epistar’s!LED!devices35.!In!addition!to!licensing!out!and!crossS
licensing,! Epistar! in! fact! licensedSin! technology! to! build! up! its! patent!
portfolio!and!technology.!This!is!the!case!for!its!ACSLED!development!with!






Zumtobel! is! an! Austrian! company! founded! in! 1950.! It! is! a! downstream!
manufacturer.! The! company! is! divided! into! the! component! segment! and!
the! lighting!segment.!The!component! segment! is!made!up!of!Ledon!and!








80%! of! its! sales! outside! the! Zumtobel! Group.! Currently! Tridonic! holds!
nearly! 2,000! patents.! The! lighting! segment! is! made! up! of! Thorn.! It! was!
acquired! from! Thorn! EMI! in! a! leveraged! management! buySout.! It! was!
completely!integrated!to!Zumtobel!in!2000.!Thorn!Lighting!was!founded!in!
1928! by! Jules! Thorn! and! Alfred! Deutsch.! Thorn’s! products! are! used! in!
buildings!and! their! surroundings,! roads,! cityscapes!and!sports! facilities! in!
more! than! 100! countries.! Figure! 7S15! shows! Zumtobel’s! patent! portfolio!
across!the!value!chain.!Its!patents!are!primarily!in!the!midS!to!downstream!
categories.! However,! when! Tridonic! and! Thorn’s! patents! are! taken! into!













agreement! in! 2009! mainly! covers! driver! and! control! technologies! for!
changing! intensity! and! colour! of! conventional! and! solid! state! lighting!
systems.! These! are! the! upstream! to! midstream! technologies.! With! that!
licensing! agreement,! even! Tridonic! and! Ledon’s! customers! can! be!
exempted!from!paying!royalties!to!Philips!under!the!terms!of!its!LEDSbased!






Samsung! LED! is! part! of! Samsung! Semiconductor’s! component! unit.!
Samsung! LED! Co.! Ltd.!was! established! only! in! 2009.!Unlike! the! previous!
companies! analysed,! Samsung! LED’s! patent! portfolio! is! mainly! in! the!














Samsung!LED!does!not!have!an!open!offer! to! license!out! its! technology.!
However,! it! does! license! in! technology.! For! example,! Samsung! entered!
into! a! comprehensive! patent! licensing! and! purchasing! agreement! for!
Evident’s! quantum! dot! LED! technology.! Evident! Technologies! is! a!
nanotechnology! company! specializing! in! the! creation! of! semiconductor!
quantum! dots.! This! agreement! grants! Samsung! worldwide! access! to!








disputes.! Samsung! and! Osram! entered! into! such! agreement! in! 2012.!
Together!with!the!agreement,!the!two!companies!entered!into!a!separate!
memorandum!to!coSdevelop!future!LEDSbased!products40.!!
Be! it! licensing! in!or!settling!the!patent!disputes,!the! involved!patents!are!
mainly!in!the!upstream!technologies.!This!may!be!because!Samsung!LED!is!
not!an!upstream!company!and! it!needed!that!to!strengthen! its!upstream!








The! formation! of! Zhaga! seems! to! have! spurred! the! filing! of! patents!
especially!in!upstream!among!these!companies.!From!the!criteria!of!patent!





midstream! and! downstream! would! not! be! included! in! the! analysis!
portfolios.!Therefore,! in!this!set!of!patents,!there!are!no!patents!that!are!
specially! for! Zhaga.! It! is! also! very! difficult! to! search! a! patent! portfolio!
related!to!Zhaga!standard!without!really!manually!reading!through!the!LED!
patents! from! these! LED!manufacturers! because!when! the! patents! were!
drafted,! it! was! not! written! with! the! interfaces! in! mind! at! that! time.!
Therefore,!neither! keywords!nor! classifications!will! be!able! to!effectively!
capture! these! patents.! This! has! been! verified! by! a! technical! person!who!
has!read!the!specifications!of!Zhaga!and!analysed!the!patents!from!these!
major!LED!manufacturers.!Therefore,! in!order!to!explain!how!Philips!tries!
to! continue! profiting! when! the! profit! centre! shifts! from! upstream! to!
downstream,! one! needs! to! understand! the! kind! of! patents! (upstream,!
midstream! and! downstream)! that! are! being! licensed! in! the! downstream!
licensing!program!of!Philips.! In! this!case,!Philips! included!many!upstream!
and!midstream!patents!in!the!downstream!licensing!program!to!implicitly!
license!them!out.! If! the!potential! licensee!does!not!want!to!pay!royalties!
for! this! licensing!program,! they!can!use!midstream!products! from!Philips!
or!qualified! suppliers!which!means!Philips!and! these! suppliers!would! still!
be! able! to!profit! from! these!upstream!and!midstream! technologies.!And!
for! those! who! do! not! want! to! use! Philips’! midstream! and! downstream!
products,!they!will!still!eventually!use!Philips’!technologies!through!Zhaga.!
There!are!also!a!lot!of!cross!licensing!activities!in!the!upstream.!Figure!7S20!
shows! the! patent! filing! trends! of! these! companies! before! and! after! the!
formation!of! Zhaga.! For!most!of! the! companies,! the!overall! patent! filing!
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among! them! has! increased.! There! is! specifically! significant! increase! in!
patent! filing! in!the!upstream!technologies.!For!both!Philips!and!Samsung!
LED,!the!number!of!patent!filing!in!the!downstream!has!decreased.!!Philips’!
downstream!patent! filing! has! decreased! after! the! formation! of! Zhaga! in!
particular.! This! can! be! because! the! Zhaga! program! has! made! the!
downstream! less! fragmented,! directing! the! downstream! technologies!
towards!Phililp’s!original!direction.!Another!reason!can!be!that!Philips!does!
not!need!to!file!many!downstream!patents!because!the!real!purpose!of!its!
downstream! licensing! program! is! to! proliferate! its! upstream! and!
midstream! technologies,! so! that! they! can! be! incorporated! into! the!




time!for! it! to!adjust! to! the!set!of! technologies! that!has!now!become!the!






Licensing# Strategies# derived# from# the# licensing# programs# and# Zhaga#
Consortium#
Consolidating!the!patent!portfolio!distribution!and!licensing!program!from!
Philips,! one! can! derive! that! it! uses! more! coSoperative! and! collaborative!
approaches! to! proliferate! its! dominance! into! the! midS! and! downstream!
segments! along! the! value! chain.! In! 2008,! Philips! came! up! with! this!
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licensing!program!to!license!out!its!technologies!related!to!Luminaires.!In!
2010,! the! establishment! of! the! Zhaga! consortium! further! provided! a!
platform! to! direct! the! development! of! downstream! technologies! that!
would! be! in! compliance! with! its! regular! members.! In! this! way,! these!
regular! members! would! be! able! to! shape! the! direction! of! downstream!
technologies! development! and! eliminate! many! outSofSstandard!
downstream! technologies.! This! makes! the! downstream! less! fragmented!
and! eliminates! many! smaller! competitors.! From! its! initial! formation! to!
today! 2014,! the! number! of! licensees! to! Philips’! Luminaires! Licensing!
Program! exceeded! 400.! In! fact,! the! number! doubled! from! 2012! to! 2014.!
The! licensing! program! and! the! Zhaga! consortium! created! an! ecoSsystem!
for!Philips!to!exert!its!power!into!the!downstream!market,!which!has!been!







and! enables! proliferation! of! their! technologies! to! a! wider! network! of!
manufacturers.!On! the!other!hand,! it! is!more!competitive! in!upstream! in!
general.! There! is! much! litigation! and! most! companies,! like! Nichia,! use!
crossSlicensing! to! settle! these! litigations.! The! cooperative! approach!
continues! for! the! downstream.! Zumtobel! is! a! company!made! up!with! a!
few!brands! for! the!midstream!and!downstream!sectors.! It! crossSlicensed!
with!Philips!and!allows!the!proliferation!of! its!products! to!be!compatible!
with! that! from!Philips.!On! the!other!hand,! as! a! latecomer,! Samsung!LED!
does!not!participate!in!Philips’!Luminaires!Licensing!Program.!Samsung!has!
a! large! patent! portfolio! in! the! downstream! sector.!Many! of! its! products!
are! competitive! with! that! of! Philips.! However,! it! did! eventually! join! the!
Zhaga!consortium,!even! though! it! is!not!a! founding!member.!Eventually,!
Zhaga! is! indeed!used!to!bring!the!different!players! in!the!downstream!to!
coSoperative!towards!a!standardised!format.!!
For! other! technology! latecomers,! they! form! stronger! collaborations,! like!
those!in!the!crossSlicensing!deals!between!Epistar!and!Intermolecular!and!
Color!Kinetics!that!eventually!built!up!a!portfolio!attractive!enough!to!be!
interested! by! Philips.! In! the! upstream,! these! smaller! companies! tend! to!
either! license! out! their! technologies! to! complement! the! incumbents’!
technologies! or! they! license! from! them! to! develop! their! technologies!
further.! Their! participation! in! licensing! from! the! incumbents! is! evident!
from!the!long!list!of!licensees!from!Philips’!Luminaires!Licensing!Program.!
Since! the! Zhaga! program!has! formed,! the! number! of! players! joining! the!
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Zhaga!consortium!and!signing!up!with!Philips’!Licensing!Program!soared.!
In! response! to! the! semiSopen! standard! in! the! midSstream,! technology!
latecomers!might! need! to! divide! their! products! into! two! portfolios:! one!
that! can! be! inSline! with! such! standard! for! global! market! and! the! other!
more!costSeffective!especially!for!the!local!market.!In!addition,!they!should!
join!such!schemes!early! in!order! to! take! the! firstSmover!advantage.!Their!
counter! strategies! to! these! are! to! build! up! technologies! that! are!
complementary! but! essential! to! that! offered! by! the! incumbents! in! the!
downstream.! These! complementary! technologies! are! essential! to! the!




with! litigation! strategies! among! the! incumbents! and! latecomers! has!
provided! a! macroscopic! framework! for! companies! to! reference! when!






be! acquired.! For! the! midstream,! it! seems! that! both! incumbent! and!
latecomers! are! both! cooperative.! In! the! downstream! sector,! the!
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incumbents! are! more! coSoperative.! Incumbents! come! up! with! licensing!
programs!that!encourage!the!proliferation!of!their!technologies!to!be!used!
by!other!players.!For! the! latecomers,! they!may!keep! the! technologies! inS











































initial! upstream! technologies! to! midSstream! and! then! downstream.! For!
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Internap,!its!patent!portfolio!has!evolved!from!an!initial!core!technology!to!
building! up! the! surrounding! technologies! to! expand! its! protection! and!
leverage!as! time!passes.!These!changes! in!strategies!are! in!sync!with!the!
various! milestones! in! the! cloud! computing! history.! Understanding! the!














The! previous! two! chapters! aim! at! deriving! macroscopic! R&D! and!
exploitation! strategies! based! on! external! environment.! This! chapter! and!
the! next! are! targeted! at! deriving! strategies! based! on! the! internal!





two! modules! is! to! understand! the! internal! environment! in! order! to!
maximise!profits.!The!chapter!first!presents!a!framework!of! licensing!and!
litigation! strategies! based! on! technology! power! of! the! players.! ! The!
framework!is!derived!from!the!previous!two!chapters!on!the!behaviour!of!
the! technology! incumbents! and! latecomers! under! the! influence! of!
technology!life!cycle!and!value!chain.!Concurrently,!this!chapter!proposes!
that! technological! latecomers! can! use! some! essential! complementary!
technologies! to! establish! a! foothold.! This! is! especially! in! relation! to! user!
interface!technologies!to!bring!the!products!closer!to!the!end!users.!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
41!Part! of! this! chapter! was! presented! at! R&D! Management! Conference!






It! is! the! aim!of! this! chapter! to! identify! the! patenting! strategies! that! can!
bridge!the!cooperative! licensing!and!competitive! litigation!strategies!and!
between!the!incumbents!and!latecomers.!The!framework!would!be!based!
on! the! analysis! among! the! technology! powers! in! LED,! cloud! computing!









the! value! chain,! the! nature! of! patents! that! are! highly! transacted! is!
identified.! This! indicates! that! companies! can! develop! these! patents! for!
competitive!advantage! for! their!products!or! they!can! trade! them!out! for!
other!companies!to!use.!Here,!coSopetition!is!seen!as!a!‘simultaneous!and!
mutual!cooperative!and!competitive! interactions’!(Bengtsson,!Eriksson,!&!
Wincent,! 2010)! as! reflected! by! the! patent! litigations! among! these!
complementary! patents.! Patent! litigation! may! be! widely! viewed! as! a!
competitive! behavior.! However,! a! large! percentage! of! filed! patent!




they! are! essential! to! the! commercialization! of! the! products.! They! also!
allowed!companies!like!HTC!and!Apple!to!leverage!on!their!limited!patent!





chips! to! compete! in! the!market.! These! patents! can! play! a! strategic! part!





Complementary! patents! are! also! very! important! for! companies! that!
possess! disruptive! innovation.! Pisano! (2006)!mentioned! in! his! review! of!
the! contribution! of! Teece! (1986)! paper! that! disruptive! innovations! like!
miniSmills!and!5.25”!disk!drives!could! take!hold!because!these! innovators!
were! given! the! opportunity! to! build! complementary! specialized! assets!
needed! to! enter! the!market.!While! it!maybe! too! late! and! expensive! for!
startups!to!possess!many!core!patents! in!a!technology,!they!can!develop!
complementary!ones!to!bring!the!products!to!a!stage!that!is!closer!to!the!
market! needs.! This! will! provide! good! bargaining! chips! to! compete! or!
cooperate!with!incumbents.!Complementary!patents!are!essential.!
The!aim!of!this!section!is!therefore!to!illustrate!the!power!of!these!patents!
through! systematically! analysing! the! touch! screen!patent!portfolio! along!
the!value!chain.!CoSopetitive!patent! strategies! can!exist!even! in!a!patent!
landscape!crowded!with!patents!and!patent!litigations.!Apple!took!on!HTC!
in! one! of! the! earliest! patent! war.! Eventually,! the! patent! dispute! ended!
with!settlement!(Fried,!2012).!Even!in!the!patent!wars!between!Apple!and!
Samsung,! the! presiding! judge! Lucy! Koh,! also! suggested! that! settlement!
would! be! a! better! ending! (Guglielmo,! 2012).! Smart! phones! giants! Apple!
and!Samsung!may!have!been!regarded!as!stark!rivals;!however,!they!are!in!
fact! also! strong! alliance.! Analysts! estimated! that! Apple! purchased!







The! patent! search! was! categorized! into! the! segments! along! the! touch!
screen!value!chain.!In!each!segment,!the!related!keywords!and!the!major!




doing! so,! it! may! also! eliminate!many! unrelated! patents! that! have! those!







such! as! the! glass! substrate!manufacturers.! These! are!mainly! from! Japan!
and! in! many! cases! they! apply! for! national! patents! only.! There! are! also!
many! system! integrators! that! are! Taiwanese! and! Chinese! companies.!















Algeria,! Argentina,! ARIPO,! Armenia,! Australia,! Austria,! Belarus,! Belgium,!
Bosnia! &! Herzegovina,! Brazil,! Bulgaria,! Canada,! Chile,! China,! Colombia,!
Costa! Rica,! Croatia,! Cuba,! Cyprus,! Czech! Republic,! Czechoslovakia,!
Denmark,! Dominican! Republic,! Ecuador,! Egypt,! El! Salvador,! Estonia,!
Eurasian! Patent! Office,! European! Patent! Office,! Finland,! France,! GCC!
Patent! Office,! Georgia,! German! Democratic! Republic,! Germany,! Greece,!
Guatemala,! Honduras,! Hong! Kong,! Hungary,! Iceland,! India,! Indonesia,!
Ireland,! Israel,! Italy,! Japan,! Jordan,! Kazakhstan,! Kenya,! Korea,! Latvia,!
Lithuania,! Luxemburg,! Malawi,! Malaysia,! Malta,! Mexico,! Moldavia,!
Monaco,! Mongolia,! Montenegro,! Morocco,! Netherlands,! New! Zealand,!








The! value! chain! used! for! touch! screen! patent! analysis! was! shown! in!
Chapter! 3,! figure! 3.6.! ! The! value! chain! was! consolidated! from! a! few!
industry! reports! and! online! references! (Daiwa,! 2012;! Institute! of!





Indium! Tin! oxides! (ITO),! controllers,! LCD! glass,! touch! sensors,! touch!

















All! Families! 486! 781! 201! 12,362! 1,049! 6,416!
! Patents! 1,444! 1351! 448! 23,925! 1,880! 16,145!
&
8.2.3. Patent&analysis&
In! Chapter! 5,! the!mixedSmode! analysis!was! described.! It! is! suitable! for! a!
microscopic!analysis.! It! is!unsuitable! if!a! large!number!of!patents!need!to!
be!analysed! in!a!macroscopic! level.! This! section!uses!CPC!codes!analysis.!
The!CPC!codes!were!derived!from!the! International!Patent!Classifications!
and!the!US!Classifications!by!the!US!Patent!Offices.!The!Patents!examiners!
have! more! experience! in! reading! the! patent! documents! and! classifying!
them! according! to! the! respective! technology.! Using! these! standard!








also! be! a! time! dimension! in! analysing! the! patent! portfolios.! This! would!
allow! understanding! the! differences! in! research! direction! as! the!












Combining! all! the! patents! in! the! six! sectors! along! the! value! chain! and!
eliminating! the! common! ones,! an! overall! patent! portfolio! of! 35,707!
documents! from! 17,084! families! were! identified.! As! there! are! overlaps!
between! each! segment! in! the! portfolios,! the! patent! portfolios! were!
further! divided! into! regions! of! overlaps.! This! is! shown! in! Figure! 8S5.! The!
number!of!families,!number!of!patents,!percentage!of!US!granted!patents!
transacted! and! percentage! of! transactions! for! US! granted! patents! per!
family!are!shown!in!Figure!8S6!and!Figure!8S7.!The!transacted!patents!were!




On! the! demand! side,! patent! transactions! show! that! such! patents! are!
necessary! for! production! and! yet! they! were! either! not! the! original!







upstream,! midstream! and! downstream! are! effective.! It! is! within! the!
upstream! or! within! the! downstream! such! as! among! the! upstream!
materials! and! upstream! ITO! and! among! the! system! integrator! and! end!
products! that! patent! classifications! are! more! difficult.! The! small!
percentage! of! transactions! among! the! upstream! material! companies!
indicates!that!they!tend!to!do!their!own!R&D.!On!the!other!hand,!there!are!
a! lot! of! transaction! activities! among! the! downstream! sector.! This! also!
shows!that!many!of!the!companies! in!the!downstream!not!only! look!into!

















The! top!CPC! codes!of! the! transacted!patents! in! each! segment!along! the!
value!chain!were!analysed!in!this!section.!A!summary!of!the!descriptions!is!
shown! in!Figure!8S8.!Among! the!patents! reassigned! in! the!upstream!and!
midstream,!most!are!related!to!some!manufacturing!processes.!These!are!






R11!are!regions!where!there!are!over!20%!of! the!patents! in! the!portfolios!
transacted.! As! shown! in! the! CPC! codes! descriptions,! the!majority! of! the!
patents! transacted! in! R5! and! R11! are! related! to! user! interface.! Those!
transacted! in! R9! are! either! related! directly! to! detection! techniques! or!
some!circuit!arrangements!for!user!interface.!!




Figure 8-8 Description of patents transacted along the value chain 
8.2.5. Top& assignees& portfolios& analysis& among& the& top& transacted&
segments&












established!more! than! ten! years! ahead!of!Melfas.! The!Years!when! these!
companies!were!founded!and!the!approximate!number!of!employees!for!
illustrating! the! size! of! these! companies! are! shown! in! Table! 8S3.! Even!
though!Melfas!is!a!latecomer!in!this!controller!business!for!touch!screen,!it!
is!very!focused!providing!solutions!for!touch!screen!controllers!and!it!is!the!
top! assignee! in! this! area.! The! areas!where!Melfas! can! compete!with! the!
incumbents!are!shown!in!Figure!8S9.!They!are!mainly! in!arrangements!for!
converting! the! touch! positions! for! better! accuracy! of! user’s! touch!
locations! and! control! and! interface! arrangements! such! as! error!
compensations.! There! are! also! many! patents! related! to! processing! the!




! Melfas! Cypress! Broadcom! Synaptics!
Year!founded! 2000! 1982! 1991! 1986!






















Corp.! was! established! in! 2003.! The! rest! of! the! three! companies! were!
established!more! than! ten!years!ahead!and!Foxconn!was!even!earlier,! in!
the! 70s.! The! Years! when! these! companies! were! founded! and! the!
approximate!number!of!employees!are!shown!in!Table!8S4!to!illustrate!the!
size!of!these!companies.!Even!though!HTC!and! Innolux!are! latecomers! in!
this! system! integrators! business! for! touch! screen,! they! manage! to!
compete!with!the!older!and!bigger!players.!The!areas!where!they!gained!a!
foothold!are!shown!in!Figure!8S10!and!Figure!8S11!respectively.!
It! can!be! seen! in!Figure!8S10! that!even! though!HTC! is! a! latecomer,! it!has!
gained! a! very! large! percentage! of! patents! in! touch! sensors! techniques,!
computation! of! input! commands! e.g.! trace! gestures! for! better! user!
interface!and!partitioning!the!screen!for!various!controllable!areas!such!as!
that! in!menus.!For! Innolux,! it!managed! to!gain!a!competitive! foothold! in!
the! areas! on! control! and! interface! arrangements! for! touch! screen,! in!








! Foxconn! HTC! Asus! Quanta! Innolux!
Year!founded! 1974! 1997! 1989! 1988! 1998/2003!
Number! of!
employees!
~300,000! ~16,700! ~12,500! ~70,000! ~93,000!
!
!













the! approximate! number! of! employees! are! shown! in! Table! 8S5.!Many! of!
these!companies!did!not!start!off!as!mobile!phone!companies;!therefore,!
the! Year! after! the! slash! was! the! year! when! the! first! phone! using! the!








in! 1958! producing! electronic! appliances! such! as! refrigerators,! TV! and!
washing!machines.! It! was! renamed! as! LG! in! 1995! and! produced! its! first!
mobile!handsets! in! 1997.!Microsoft!has!always!been!a! software!giant.! Its!
engagement!with! the!mobile! business! started!with! its! operating! system!
for!mobile!applications!in!1990.!Even!though!Apple!is!a!latecomer!in!mobile!
phone! business,! they! manage! to! compete! with! the! older! and! bigger!
players.!The!areas!where!Apple!gained!a!foothold!is!shown!in!Figure!8S12.!
Apple! has! gained! a! very! large! percentage! of! patents! in! control! and!
interface! arrangements.! It! has! many! patents! on! multiStouch! gestures!
functions!such!as!scrolling!and!zooming.!There!are!also!many!patents!on!
the! techniques! of! interpreting! the! input! commands! through! traced!
gestures!such!as! for!entering!handwritten!data.!Many!other!patents! that!
have! secured! a! competitive! advantage! for! Apple! are! related! to!
computational!techniques!for!having!accurate!interpretation!of!the!touch!
locations.! Apple’s! patents! are! again! targeted! to! improving! the! user!
interface.!!
In! fact,! not!only!has!Apply! applied!a! lot!of!patents! related! to! the!user!
interface,!it!has!also!been!actively!acquiring!patents!in!this!area!and!is!the!






A! closer! look! at! the! assignors! among! the! transacted! patents! in! the! R11!





its! involvement! as! a! nonSpractising! entity.! It! does! not! have! its! final!





! Samsung! LG! Microsoft! Apple!
Year!founded! 1938/1983! 1958/1997! 1975/1990! 1977/2007!
Number! of!
employees!









This! chapter! suggested! a! specific! strategy! that! companies! with! small!
technology! power! can! use! to! increase! their! market! power! and! strike! a!




patents! that! are! related! to!user! interface! to! enhance!user! experience!of!
using!the!final!products.!This!is!a!way!to!bring!the!technology!closer!to!the!
users.!!!
User! interface! technologies! provided! a! way! for! the! latecomers! to! gain!
market!power!and!combine!the!core!technologies!from!the!incumbents!to!




Figure 8-13 Role of complementary technologies in providing a platform for co-opetition 










own.! Their! patents! in! these! segments! are! mainly! related! to! the! user!





they! are! usually! not! the! core! technologies! of!many! incumbents! for! such!
products,!they!have!more!tendencies!to!be!transacted.! In!addition,!these!
patents!have!also!provided!opportunities! for!new!business!models! for! IP!




In! the! coSopetition! strategies! described! among! incumbents! and! smaller!
players! in! the! LED! industry,! incumbents! have! the! incentives! to! allow!
smaller! players! to! use! their! core! technologies! because! incumbents’! core!
technologies!are! implemented! in! the!components! that!make!up! the! final!
products.! Such! components! are! very! often! in! the! upstream.! Incumbents!
earn! through! selling! such! components.! Incumbents! may! also! allow! the!
smaller!players! to!use! the! their!core! technology!through! licensing,! this! is!
one!way!of!monetising!their!IP!for!them!too.!For!example,!Philips’!licensing!





be! that! in! commercialising! the! final! product! in! a! foreign! market,!
complimentary!assets!especially!developed!by! the! local!players!may! take!
into! account! a! more! customised! need! of! that! market! to! allow! the!
successful! adoption! of! the! products! by! the! local! customers! easily.!
However,!the!biggest! incentive!is!perhaps!the!fact!that!after!a!few!years,!
the! core! technologies! may! no! longer! allow! the! incumbents! to! hold! the!






2008).!Usually! the! new! feature!may!provide! a! twoSyear! premium!pricing!





may! split! its! resources! thin.! They! may! better! focus! on! their! core!









innovation.! In! addition,! smaller! companies!may! be!more! innovative!with!
lower!cost.!Thus,!they!can!provide!some!unique!benefits!that!may!not!be!
possible!from!an!incumbent.!
Despite! having! this! coSopetitive! relationship! with! smaller! players,!
incumbents!may! still! leverage! their! developed! complementary! assets.! In!
terms! of! patents,! incumbents! may! leverage! on! their! existing!
complementary!patents!by!licensing!out!to!other! industry!players!to!earn!
from!the!royalties.!Revenue!from!the!royalties!can!be!channelled!to!other!
R&D.!Doing!so!will!not!create!direct!competition! for! itself!because! these!
are!not!the!core!technology!of!the!company.!If!the!complementary!assets!
are! not! patent! related,! such! as! distribution! networks,! incumbents! may!
plan! their! R&D! and! product! development! direction! so! that! the!
complementary!assets!can!be!applicable!to!multiple!products.!This!will! in!
turn!save!costs!for!the!company.!!
In! building! up! the! complementary! assets! and! technologies,! incumbents!
should!first!evaluate!the!costSbenefits!of! investing! in!the!development!of!
complementary! assets.! If! it! is! worth! allocating! a! budget,! incumbents!
should! analyse! the! patent! landscape! or! the! complementary! assets!
landscape! to! strategically! plan! which! area! it! should! invest! in.! A!
complimentary! technology! area! with! many! existing! patent! filings! or!
alternatives! is! not! worth! the! risks! and! efforts.! On! the! other! hand,! a!





the! products.! This! is! worth! investing,! either! directly! or! through!
collaborations.!!
8.5. Concluding&Diagram&
Based! on! the! analysis! from! the! previous! chapters! and! this! chapter,! the!
following! framework! is! proposed! in! Figure! 8S14.! For! licensing,! Philips! is!
using!defensive!portfolio!bundling!for!licensing!strategies!to!increase!their!
influence! across! the! LED! industry.! In! the! midstream,! Osram! was! using!




to! their! core! patent! portfolios.! Epistar! crossSlicensed! with! Toshiba! on!
certain! AlGaInP! LED! technologies.! For! technology! latecomers! such! as!
Apple,! it! actively! uses! preliminary! injunctions! and! is! tough! to! settle43.!
Apple! also! joins! Microsoft! and! RIM! in! a! $4.5! Billion! purchase! of! Nortel!
patents,! which! contain! a! lot! of! standardSsetting! technologies44.! In! this!
chapter,!it!has!also!been!shown!that!coSopetitve!strategies!can!be!used!to!
























in! no! event! less! than! a! reasonable! royalty! for! the! use! made! of! the!
invention!by!the!infringer,!together!with!interest!and!costs!as!fixed!by!the!
court.”!Damages!can!be!paid!in!the!form!of!lost!profits.!In!the!event!when!
lost! profits! are! inadequate! to! compensate! patent! holders,! reasonable!
royalties! can! be! awarded! in! addition! to! lost! profits! or! replacing!
compensation!by! lost!profits!altogether.!Between! 1980!and!2000,!83%!of!
the! patent! infringement! cases! used! lost! profits! as! the! basis! to! award!




45!Part!of! this! chapter!was!published! in!Review!of! Integrative!Business!&!





The! CAFC! uses! two!methods! to! calculate! reasonable! royalties:! analytical!
approach! and! hypothetical! negotiation! approach.! Analytical! approach!
involves!calculating!damages!based!on!internal!profit!projections!of!patent!
infringer!for!the!infringing!item!at!the!time!the!infringement!began.!It!then!
apportions! the! projected! profit! between! the! parties! as! a! percentage! of!
sales! to! determine! the! reasonable! royalty! damages.! In! the! hypothetical!
negotiation!approach,! reasonable!royalty! is!defined!as!the!amount!which!
would! have! been! set! in! a! hypothetical! negotiation! between! a! willing!
licensor! and! a! willing! licensee! in! the! infringer’s! position! when! the!
infringement! began! and! both! parties! assumed! the! patent!was! valid! and!
enforceable.! As! the! analytical! approach! relies! on! getting! the! internal!
documents! from!patent! infringer! and! they! are!usually! difficult! to!obtain,!
therefore,! the! hypothetical! negotiation! approach! is! used! more! often! in!
courts.!Thus,!this!approach!would!be!the!focus!of!this!chapter!and!they!will!
be! further! analysed! in! the! next! session.! This! chapter! is! divided! into! two!
parts.!The!first!part!will!use!Game!Theory!to!model!the!Georgia!Pacific!15!
factors.!The!second!part!will!use!a!more!dynamic!and!flexible!approach!of!
MultiSCriteria! Decision! Analysis! (MCDA)! to! take! into! account! some!
probability!calculation!in!determining!the!reasonable!royalty.!!!
9.2. Formulating&the&Framework&
In! the!hypothetical! approach,! the! seminal! case! is!GeorgiaSPacific!Corp.! v.!









In! determining! a! reasonable! royalty,! the! court! will! first! determine! the!
royalty! base,! starting! royalty! and! then! use! the! GeorgiaSPacific! factors! to!
adjust!the!final!reasonable!royalty.!In!the!first!step,!the!court!would!check!
through! the! claims! in! the! patent! to! determine!whether! the! royalty! base!
should!be!based!on!the!entire!product!or!just!an!element!in!the!product.!In!
the! second! step,! the! court! will! determine! the! starting! royalty! by!




In! this! research,! this! approach! is! integrated!with! the! Game! Theory.! The!




Using! LexisNexus,! the! cases!where! judges! have! referenced! the! GeorgiaS
Pacific!case!since!1995!have!been! identified.!There!are!96!cases!cited!this!








fulfil! these! criteria.! Based! on! this! completeness! of! financial! information,!
the!data!were!fitted!to!the!Nash!bargaining!solutions!to!give!a!quantified!
analysis!based!on!the!Georgia!Pacific!factors.!
Quantifying& the& Georgia& Pacific& 15& factors& using& the& Nash& bargaining&
solution&



























Figure& 941& Correspondence& between& Georgia& Pacific& factors& and& Nash& Bargaining&
solution&
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With! sufficient! financial! information! provided,! the! corresponding!
reasonable!royalty!rates!can!be!calculated.!Figure!9S2!shows!the!results!of!
the! 10! cases! that! provided! sufficient! information! for! this! research.! For!
example,!in!the!case!Procter!&!Gamble!Co.!v.!Paragon!Trade!Brands!(1997)!
(989! F.Supp.! 547),! the! court! decided! royalty! was! 8.0%.! With! the! Nash!
bargaining! solution! described! above,! the! calculated! reasonable! royalty!
was! 8.01%.! In! another! case!Revolution! Eyewear! v.!Aspex! Eyewear! (2008)!
2008!WL!6873809!(C.D.Cal.),!the!court!decided!reasonable!royalty!was!5%.!
After! considering! all! the!GeorgiaSPacific! factors! and! fitting! into! the!Nash!
Bargaining!solution,!the!calculated!reasonable!royalty!was!4.99%.!
However,! among! the! ten! cases,! two! of! which! gave! inconsistencies!
between!the!court!decided!reasonable! royalties!and!the!Nash!Bargaining!




19.6%,! whereas! using! the! Nash! Bargaining! solution! the! calculated! rate!
should! be! 4.02%.! The! percentage! difference! is! 79.5%! between! them.! In!
Wright! v! US,! the! court! calculated! reasonable! royalty! rate! was! 4.5%,!
whereas! using! the! Nash! Bargaining! solution,! the! rate! is! 5.43,! the!











Among! the! ten! cases! analysed,! eight! of! them! are! within! 5%! difference!
between! the! court! determined! reasonable! royalties! and! the! reasonable!
royalties! calculated! by! the!Nash!Bargaining! solution.! Two!out! of! the! ten!
cases!resulted!in!79.5%!and!S20.7%!differences.!Looking!into!the!judgments!
from!the!court,!it!is!found!out!that!in!the!case!of!i4i!v!Microsoft!(2009),!the!









In! the! case! of!Wright! v!US! (2002),! the! reasonable! royalties! given! by! the!







of! the! royalty! rate.! Each! individual! licensee! will! have! a! different! set! of!
Georgia! Pacific! values! governing! the! reasonable! royalty.! Companies!may!
sometimes! need! to! weigh! the! potential! negotiable! reasonable! royalties!
from!multiple!potential! licensees! and!determine!what! type!of! customers!
they! should! focus!on! in!order! to!maximize! the! company’s!profits.!MCDA!
can! be! a! tool! to! assist! the! parties! to! navigate! the! factors! and! assign! a!
weightage! to! each! factor! for! various! types! of! customers! in! order! to!
understand!which! type! of! customers! can! help! the! company! to! generate!
the!best!royalty!rate.!
Keeney! and! Raiffa! gave! the! first! complete! exposition! of! MCDA! in! 1976!
based! on! decision! theory! (Keeney! &! Raiffa,! 1993).! For! most! people,!
decision!theory! is!associated!with!decision!trees,!modeling!of!uncertainty!
and!the!expected!utility!rule.!Keeney!and!Raiffa!extended!decision!theory!









Reasonable! royalty! can! then! be! determined! starting! with! an! initial! rate!










With! these! grouping,! the! Georgia! Pacific! factors! can! be! combined! with!




Figure! 9S4.! The! GeorgiaSPacific! factors! were! grouped! and! weighed.! The!




computed.!As! can!be! seen! from! the! results,! the! customer! type!“Not! yet!











In! most! cases,! big! corporations! would! engage! lawyers! to! negotiate!
alongside!top!management!team.!Very!often,!the!role!of!the!lawyers!is!to!
take!care!of!the!risk!factors!in!the!deals!in!order!to!secure!the!best!interest!
for! the! clients! (Bogers,! Bekkers,! &! Granstrand,! 2012).! They! do! so! by!
preparing!and!gathering!the!background! information!of!the!deal,!coming!
up! with! a! structure! for! the! negotiation! to! follow! and! facilitating! the!
negotiations! through! guiding! and! directing! the! direction! of! the!
negotiations! (Rubin,! 2009).! However,! for! SMEs! and! startSups,! they! may!
find!themselves!handicapped!in!negotiation!with!big!incumbents!because!
they! do! not! have! the! experience! and! expertise! of! lawyers! to! negotiate!
alongside!with! the!CEOs.! Therefore,! their! focus! tends! to!be!on! the!price!
only!(Lowe!&!Crawford,!1983).!While!it!is!true!that!the!ultimate!aim!of!the!
negotiation! is! to!get! the!best!possible!price,! it! is! possible! to!negotiate! a!
contract! that! results! in! winSwin! situation! through! contractual! terms!




to! remember! that! the! value! of! the! patent! may! not! be! the! sole! factor!










of!profits! from! innovation.! In! this!module,! this! theme! is!extended! to! the!
final! portion! of! the! whole! value! chain! of! IP! risk! management,! which! is!
negotiating!patent!licensing!deals!or!patent!reassignments!(Farrell,!2009).!
This! is!also! the!step! that!would!bridge! the!patent!market! to! the!product!
market.!This!framework!for!licensing!negotiation!looks!at!the!factors!that!
will!affect!the!value!of!the!royalties.!By!considering!these!factors,!the!firm!
will! also! be! doing! its! due! diligence.! It!will! help! the! firm! to!manage! risks!
even!in!the!case!when!there!is!potential!patent!infringement.!
This! part! of! the! research! shed! light! on! licensing! negotiations! by! courtS
based!methods.!The!results!help!firms!to!understand!that!other!than!the!




This! final! module! in! the! patent! risk! management! system! addresses! an!
important!bridging!stone!to!turn!the!hard!work!from!the!previous!modules!





the!amount!are!based!on!a! vague!quantification!of!business! sense.! ! This!
chapter! suggested! a! way! to! quantify! the! courtSapproved! GeorgiaSPacific!
factors! using!Game! Theory! to! provide! a!more! reliable! basis! for! licensing!
negotiation.! In! addition,! this! chapter! also! provided! a! systematic! way! to!
prioritise! the! target!customers!based!on!the!expected! royalty!obtainable!
from!calculations.!This!is!summarised!in!Figure!9S6.!
!









required! to! assess! the! risks! of! the! company! and! derive! appropriate!
mitigation!solutions!based!on!the!level!of!risks!mitigation!results!calculated.!
Such! quantification! of! risks! and! its! corresponding! mitigation! solutions!









mitigation!possibilities!mentioned! in!this! thesis! for!a!particular! type!of!
technology.! The! end! results! of! the! analysis! would! be! to! check! and!
identify!the!best!way!to!mitigate!the!risks!in!developing!a!technology.!
The!process!can!start!with!a!descriptive!evaluation!that!is!qualitative!in!
nature! to! identify! the! risks,! evaluate! the! risks! and! monitor! the! risks.!
Eventually!such!evaluation!may!be!illustrated!in!a!case!studies!format.!!




in! adding! the! haptic! feature! into! a! touch! screen! product,! one! can!
identify!all!the!potential!impacts!of!all!the!identified!risks.!The!risk!may!
include! the! legal! risk! of! potential! litigation! if! the! company! has! not!
licensed!all!the!necessary!patents! in!the!haptic!area!because!of!patent!
thicket.! It! may! also! involve! the! technological! risk! of! whether! the!
technology! will! take! off.! In! terms! of! commercialisation! risks,! the!






impact! and! the! probability! of! each! type! of! risks,! one! may! get! a!






in! a! technologySbased! company!with!no!manufacturing! facilities,! their!
business! model! is! mainly! to! transfer! the! technology! to! customer! to!
collect! an! upfront! payment! and! collect! royalties! from! the! production!
subsequently.!!The!company!can!consider!the!risks!of!their!business!and!
evaluate! the! effectiveness! of! using! certain! mitigation! techniques! to!
minimise!the!risks.!Table!10S1!shows!that!the!potential!risks,!impact!and!
probability!of!occurrence! for!each! type!of! risk! in!assessing! the!overall!
patent!risks!of!the!technology!company.!!
Table&1041&Overall&Risk&Assessment&






Technological&& & & & &
Technology!adoption! Project! fails,!no!one!wants! to!
use,! technology! has! zero!
value!
5! 50%! 2.5!











Legal&& & & & &
Patent! drafting! does! not!
correspond! to! patent!
invention!




prior! art! because! of!









Patent! gets! invalidated,! no!
value!
5! 60%! 3.0!
Commercial& & & & &
Market!uncertainties! Product!fails,!no!one!wants!to!
use,! technology! has! zero!
value!
4! 50%! 2.0!
Royalty!collection! Cannot!collect!royalty! 3! 30%! 0.9!
Bargaining!chips! Price!being!lowered! 3! 80%! 2.4!





Based!on!the!risks! identified! in! the!previous!session!and!based!on!the!
patent! risk!mitigation! framework,! a! set!of!mitigation!action! items!can!
be!formulated.!Table!10S2!shows!the!various!mitigation!options!for!the!
respective! risks! identified.! There! are! various! permutations! for! the!




















who! to! partner! with! in!






establish! a! joint& venture!
with!
Maximise&profits:&
Check! out! the! TLC! of! the!
technology,! develop!
patenting! strategies! to!















dimension! of! what! the!
popular& research&




Team! up! with! other!
players! in! the! value! chain!






Do! a! proper! patent!
classification! analysis! to!
find! out! the! various&









Look! at! the! technology!
life! cycle! to! check! out!
whether! the! newer&
generation&of&technology!
will! provide! a! means! to!
design!around!










Do! a! good! due! diligence!
and! find! out! whether!
there! are& other& uses& for&
the&patents!
Maximise&Profits:&
Form! alliance! with! other!
players! along! the! value!










Do! a! good! due! diligence!
and! develop! a! log! book!
























the! licensees! not! to!




players! in! the! value! chain!
to!cross4license!patents!























the& products& sold& to& the&
technology& being&
licensed! in! order! to! have!
clearer! picture! of! the!
scope! of! claims! covered!
by!the!patents!
Maximise&Profits:&
Make! use! of! the!
understanding! of! the!























! ! ! !
!
With! the!above!mitigation!options,! the!MCDA!method!can!be!used! to!
identify! the!most! favourable!options! to!mitigate! the!patent! risks.! The!










the!alternatives! in! the!MCDA!process! in!order! to! rank!them!and!make!
decisions.! Table! 10S3! shows! an! example! of! the! various! parameters!
required.!Figure! 10S2! shows! the! ranking!of! the!utility! functions! for! the!
various! mitigation! options.! These! alternative! mitigation! factors! can!






! ! ! Minimize!
Costs!
! !
Alternative! Revenue! Type! ! Operating! Purchas
e!
! $! Prob.! ! ! $! Prob.! $!
Partner! 2000000! 0.5! Data!
Extraction!
and!Analysis!
! 5000! 0.6! 300000!
! 1000000! 0.5! ! ! 8000! 0.2! !
! ! ! ! ! 20000! 0.2! !
Joint!Venture! 4000000! 0.6! Data!
Extraction!
and!Analysis!
! 5000! 0.6! 500000!
! 2000000! 0.2! ! ! 8000! 0.2! !





! 5000! 0.6! 800000!
! 10000! 0.2! ! ! 8000! 0.2! !






! 5000! 0.6! 2000!
! 10000! 0.2! ! ! 8000! 0.2! !










! 1000000! 0.2! ! ! 10000! 0.8! !
EcoSsystem! 2000000! 0.8! Value!chain! ! 10000! 0.2! 2000!







! 5000! 0.6! 2000!
! 500000! 0.3! ! ! 8000! 0.2! !






! 5000! 0.6! 2000!
! 2000000! 0.5! ! ! 8000! 0.2! !





! 5000! 0.5! 10000!






! 5000! 0.6! 2000!
! 80000! 0.6! ! ! 8000! 0.2! !




1000000! 0.5! Value!chain! ! 10000! 0.2! 2000!






! 5000! 0.5! 10000!
! 5000! 0.6! ! ! 10000! 0.5! !
CrossSlicense! 2000000! 0.4! Value!chain! ! 10000! 0.2! 2000!






! 5000! 0.5! 10000!






! 5000! 0.5! 10000!









! 1000! 0.8! 5000!







! 5000! 0.6! 5000!
! 500000! 0.4! ! ! 8000! 0.2! !
! ! ! ! ! 20000! 0.2! !
Identify! the!
profit!segment!
1000000! 0.6! Value!chain! ! 10000! 0.2! 20000!
! 500000! 0.4! ! ! 20000! 0.8! !
Push! the!
technology!
1000000! 0.6! Value!chain! ! 10000! 0.2! 20000!









! 5000! 0.6! 5000!
! 1000000! 0.4! ! ! 8000! 0.2! !






! 15000! 0.4! 100000!





! 10000! 0.4! 20000!






! 30000! 0.4! 5000!








! 10000! 0.4! 20000!






! 1000000! 0.6! 100000!










a! patent! risk! mitigation! system.! Patent! risks! and! the! corresponding!
mitigation! options! are! highly! dynamic.! The! quantification! of! the! risk!
factors! and! the! mitigation! solutions! are! company! dependent! and!
adjustable!according!to!circumstances.!Nevertheless,!looking!at!them!at!














in! product! development! have! been! identified! and! grouped! into! three!
categories:! legal,!technological!and!commercial.!The!holistic!mitigation!
system!proposed!in!this!thesis!then!centred!upon!mitigating!these!risks!












patent!management! is! important! in!deriving!strategies!to!mitigate!the!








with! patent! risks! and! emphasised! the! legal,! technological! and!
commercial! issues!that!companies!need!to!take!note!of.!There!has!not!




solutions! to!mitigate! the! identified! patent! risks.! Existing!methods! on!
risks! management! analyses! the! risk! element! individually! to! come! up!
with! the! mitigating! solution.! However,! many! of! the! risks! are! interS
related! and! effective! mitigation! solution! can! only! be! resulted! when!
these!risks!are!considered!holistically.!This!thesis!has!demonstrated!the!
viability!of!such!approach.!
Thirdly,! the! thesis! added! a! new!dimension! on! patenting! strategies! by!
identifying!when! and!who! to! use!which! patenting! strategies! through!
technology!life!cycle.!Existing!literature!on!IP!strategies!always!focus!on!
deriving! new! strategies! but! neglect! the! importance! of! having! an!
overview!on!how!to!apply! the!various!strategies.! It! is! the!objective!of!
this!thesis!to!address!this!gap.!
Fourthly,! the! thesis!also!provided!a! framework! for!R&D,! licensing!and!
litigation! along! the! value! chain.! In! addition! to! linking! the! patenting!
strategies! to! technology! life! cycle,! this! thesis! also! positioned! and!
leveraged!on!the!understanding!of!the!value!chain!to!strategically!find!






in! the! value! chain! is! shifted! from! upstream! to! downstream.! This!
captures! a! more! realistic! scenario! and! allows! the! holistic! mitigation!
solution!to!be!derived.!!
Fifthly,! this! thesis! emphasized! the! need! for! differing! R&D! and!
exploitation! strategies! among! the! incumbents! and! the! latecomers.! In!
addition,! the! thesis! also! integrated! the! strategies! between! these! two!
groups!of!players! and!proposed!how! they! can!work! together! in! a! coS
opetitative! manner.! Most! studies! either! do! not! take! the! company’s!
technology!power! into!account!when!discussing!strategies!or!many!of!






to! link! the! technology! to!successful!products! that!are! finally!accepted!
by!customers.!Existing!literature!on!complementary!assets!is!not!in!the!
context! of! patents! and! there! are! also! no! illustrations! on! how! the!
complementary!patents! can!be!used!as! a! crossover! strategy!between!








as! technology! life! cycle! and! value! chain.! In! addition,! it! suggested! a!
direction! for! patenting! using! information! from! WebSofSScience.! All!
these!allow!a!comprehensive!patent!portfolio!to!be!formed!and!be!used!
to! develop! technology! road!maps.! ! This! thesis! is! also! provided! some!
new! patent! strategies! taking! into! account! the! value! chain! and!
technology! life!cycle! for!dealing!with!the!changing! IP!environment.!At!
the! same! time,! this! thesis! also! proposed! a! framework! consisting! of!
existing!IP!strategies!that!are!most!applicable!under!various!scenarios.!
The! thesis! proposed! that! for! technology! early! in! the! technology! life!
cycle! and! along! the! upstream,!more! competitive! strategies! should! be!
implemented.! As! the! technology! develops,! the! competitive! strategies!
should! be! transformed! into! more! bargaining! strategies.! When! the!
players!involved!are!moving!towards!the!downstream,!the!cooperative!
strategies!should!be!favoured!rather!than!the!bargaining!strategies.! In!




This! thesis! provided! a! comprehensive! framework! for!management! to!





more! cases! in! the! telecommunications! and! semiconductor! industry.!
When! the! system! is! verified!with!more! cases! and! refined,! the! system!
can! be! further! tested! and! applied! in! other! industries! such! as!
pharmaceutical!or!the!bioscience!industries.!If!some!modifications!need!
to! be! included! to! cater! for! these! industries,! further! studies! can! also!
investigate! how! the! system! can! be! twisted! to! fit! into! the! various!
industries,!perhaps!by!adding!another!module!into!the!system!to!cater!
for!some!special!issues!in!a!particular!industry!or!company.!!
In! addition,! this! thesis! pointed! newcomers! to! analyse! the! technology!
landscape! to! focus! on! technology! areas! that! help! to! bridge! the!
incumbents’!core!technology!and!the!final!product.!However,!it!has!not!
studied!at!which!point!along!the!technological!development!process!a!
newcomer! may! start! analysing! the! landscape! because! there! are!
sufficient! patents! to! warrant! such! a! signal.! ! Future! studies! can!
investigate!this!important!time!parameter.!!
Furthermore,! although! the! exploitation! framework! provided! in! this!
system! extended! the! usual! licensing! strategies! into! the! context! of!
industry! value! chain,! it! can! be! further! expanded! to! consider! various!
types! of! licensing! strategies! and! devising! a! typology! of! licensing!
strategies!like!the!six!patenting!strategies:!adShoc!blocking,!blanketing,!
strategic! patent! searching,! fencing,! surrounding! and! combination,! as!
provided!by!Granstrand!(1999b).!In!particular,! licensing!typologies!that!








Microsoft,! Blackberry,! Ericsson! and! Sony46.! The! total!market! share! of!
these!companies!is!huge.!Any!licensing!deals!from!the!consortium!may!
potentially! harm! competition.! In! such! situation,! Antitrust! issues! may!
arise! which! will! adversely! impact! the! implementation! of! patenting!
strategies,!such!as!fencing,!blocking,!etc.!!
In! this! mitigation! system,! litigation! strategies! have! not! been! covered!
extensively! because! there! are! quite! large! volumes! of! literature! on!
handling! litigation! and! its! related! tactics! and! strategies.! In! addition,!
litigation! is! to!be!avoided!because! that!will! incur! a! lot!of! costs! to! the!
company.!On!the!other!hand,! litigation!can!be!used!as!an!exploitation!
mechanism! to! maximise! profits.! Another! module! can! be! added! to!
discuss!how!litigation!strategies!can!be!considered!in!a!holistic!thinking!
system.! In! this! thesis,! this! has! not! been! explicitly! discussed,! despite!
being!briefly!considered!when! investigating!companies’!crossSlicensing!
behaviour.!!
In! the! last! module! on! the! quantification! of! risks! and! the! mitigation!












extended! to!other! industries! to! test!out! the!validity!and!effectiveness!
of!this!system.!!
With!this!mitigation!system!as!a!framework!to!assist!a!holistic!derivation!
of! risks!mitigation! solution,! further! research!can!be!on!an!operational!
level! to! identify! some! critical! problems! encountered! in! the! product!
development! that!can!be!stumbling!blocks! to!carrying! the! technology!
to!the!market.!In!addition,!more!practical!research!can!be!conducted!to!
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5. Generic:! where! the! system! is! perceived! as! an! instance! of! a! class! of!
similar!systems.!




8. Quantitative:! a! descriptive! perspective! of! the! numeric! and! other!
quantitative!information!associated!with!the!system.!





12.2. Appendix& 2& Case& Study& methodology& for& cloud& computing&
industry&&




















World! Intellectual! Patent! Office! (WIPO)! and! European!































• identifying! the! trend! of! the! revenue! flow! along! the! value!
chain!!







World! Intellectual! Patent! Office! (WIPO)! and! European!














The! objective! is! to! understand! the! patent! exploitation! strategies! among!
players!with!varying!technology!power!across!the!value!chain!!
Step& Activity&
Getting&started& Identifying! the! background! of! the! research! in! order! to! have! a!
broad!overview!of!the!touch!screen!industry!















World! Intellectual! Patent! Office! (WIPO)! and! European!
Classification! System! (ECLA)! from! European! Patent! Office!
(EPO));!
• identifying! the! technology! characteristics! of! these! highly!
transacted!patents.!!
Phase!II!
• identifying! the! representative! incumbents! and! latecomers!


















GF1! Established!royalty! The! royalties! received! by! GeorgiaSPacific! for! licensing! the!
patent,!proving!or!tending!to!prove!an!established!royalty.!
GF2! Rates!for!similar!products!
The! rates! paid! by! the! licensee! for! the! use! of! other! similar!
patents.!
GF3! Nature!and!scope!of!license! The! nature! and! scope! of! the! license,! such! as! whether! it! is!
exclusive! or! nonexclusive,! restricted! or! nonSrestricted! in!
terms!of!territory!or!customers.!
GF4! Patent! monopoly! power! of!
licensor! GeorgiaSPacific's!policy!of!maintaining!its!patent!monopoly!by!





The! commercial! relationship! between! GeorgiaSPacific! and!
licensees,!such!as!whether!they!are!competitors!in!the!same!
territory! in! the! same! line! of! business! or! whether! they! are!
inventor!and!promoter.!
GF6! Sales! generation! power! of!
patent!
The!effect!of!selling!the!patented!specialty!in!promoting!sales!
of! other! GeorgiaSPacific! products;! the! existing! value! of! the!
invention! to! GeorgiaSPacific! as! a! generator! of! sales! of! nonS
patented! items;! and! the! extent! of! such! derivative! or!
“convoyed”!sales.!
GF7! Licensing!terms! The!duration!of!the!patent!and!the!term!of!the!license.!
GF8! Commercial! success! of!
patented!product!
The! established! profitability! of! the! patented! product,! its!
commercial!success!and!its!current!popularity.!
GF9! Utility! and! advantage! of!
patent!property!
The! utility! and! advantages! of! the! patent! property! over! any!
old!modes!or!devices!that!had!been!used.!
GF10! Nature! and! character! of!
patent!invention!
The! nature! of! the! patented! invention,! its! character! in! the!
commercial! embodiment! owned! and! produced! by! the!
licensor,!and!the!benefits!to!those!who!used!it.!








GF13! Profits! attributed! to! the!
patent!
The!portion!of!the!realizable!profit!that!should!be!credited!to!



























































or! doping! or! sapphire! or! silicon! or! "GaN"! or! "compositite!
























F21V0029402000,! F21V0029405000,! F21V0029407000,! F21Y!
2101/02,!H05B!37/0254,!H05B!37/02!
!
Keywords! packages! or! packaging! or! "waferSlevel! packag*"! or! "wafer! level!
packag*"!or!"flipSchip"!or!"flip!chip"!or!"onSchip!packag*"!or!"on!
chip! packag*"! or! "retrofit! bulb"! or! "backlighting! unit"! or! "backS
lighting! unit"! or! "LED! module"! or! "L.E.D.! module"! or! "light!


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































"! ! ! force!sensors"!
"! ! ! inductive!sensing"!
"! ! ! light!diffusing!and!sensing"!
"! ! ! light!sensing"!
"! ! ! nearSproximity!sensing"!
"! ! ! produce!toggle!signal"!
"! ! ! resistive!sensing!circuits"!
"! ! ! touch!sensors"!










"! ! ! glove"!












































"! ! ! map!application"!
"! ! ! multiple!applications"!
"! ! Control"!




"! ! ! control!panel"!
"! ! ! remote!control"!





















"! ! ! virtual!LED"!








































































































































































































































































































































5. Flowchart! for! formulating! the! patent! portfolio! search! for! strategic!
patenting!p.88!
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